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· I HAVE JUST' GLANCED OVER ·tt done. . Some years ago a society
a review of a new book .which I for psychical research m&4e an elshould like to read, but which I aborate investigation of the subshall not read, in all probability, ject in India. The investigatoral
for it costs .$8.50, ~ould find no magician who could
and we may have perform the trick, nor could they
a hard winter. find anyone who professed to have
The book is seen it with ~is own eyes. It was
"Confessions ot a known all over India, and innumGhost
Hunter," era.hie persons had been told by
by Harry Price, friends that other friends of theirs
and I judge from had friends who had seen It. That
the brief descrip- was about as close as they got.
tion ot the book
* *
that the author HARRY PRICE SAYS THAT
has had a won- he actually saw the rope trick perderful time track- formed in England-not all Qf it,
ing g h o st s to but enough to be interesting. He
their lair. He has saw the rope thrown into the air
investigated bun- and the boy climb up it, though the
dreds of ghostly boy didn't vanish, and Price says
apparitions, many that from his special vantage point
of which he ·has exposed as fakes, it was easy to see how the thing
and some of which he ls unable to was qone, but it wouldn't be fair
•a.in. Those which he cannot to the pertormer to explain it.
e lain he leaves just as they are,
*
and he la not at all dogmatic tor MR. PRICE HAS THE RIGHT
or against the theory of other- idea about explaining things, wl..ioh
world manifestations.
is that the person who presents a
:, * *
trick frankly as a trick ls entitled
MR. PRICE EXPLAINS THE to the courtesy of silence concernmethods used in producing some of ing his method. The clever person
the effects which were presented who persists in performing tricks
as genuine spirit manifestations. and propounding puzzles in season
He also shows good sportsmanship and out of season becomes a, terin refraining from exposing the rible bore. ·N ext to him, P.erhaps, in
methods employed in what were nuisance value, is the other clever
presented frankly as tricks. He h·a s person who sees through the trick
also seen performed one version of just like that and immediately exthe famous East Indian rope trick. plains to the assembled company
* * *
just· how it is done. Why not . let
THAT TRICK H.A:S BEEN DE- them figure it out for themselves?
scribed by many writeta in as
*
*
many different ways. T.he essence
EXPERIMEN'rS ARE BEING
of it is that . the conjurer throws made in some cities with tlie use
the loose end of a rope into the air, of triplicate tickets for traffic vioand instead of falling back the lations. In sets of three, all ali~e,
rope miraculously remains erect. the tickets are bound in books. The
The -conjurer then orders his boy traffic officer issues one to the ofassistant to climb the rope, which fending . driver, or attaches it to
the boy does, climbing and climb- his car and files the second with
ing until he is out of sight. From the police magistrate. The third
that point the story branches into remains as a &tuli in the book.
innumerable variations. One ver- When all the tickets in the book
slon has the conjurer call to the have been issued the binder, with
boy to come down, and when the its stubs, is filed with the clerk of
cor.1mand is not heeded he climbs court. Original, duplicate and stub
the rope himself with a knife. in are identically numbered. Periodhis teeth. Then a shriek is heard, ically the outstanding tickets are
and in some versions the bleeding collected and checked against the
body of the boy falls to the ground.- stubs. For every stub there must
The conjurer returns, resuscitate·s be produced the original, also the
the boy, and all is lovely.
·duplicate from the magistrate;
*
office, with a notation of the disTHE PECULIARITY OF THIS position made of that case. If a
trick, or miracle, is that while it ticket is missing somebody wants
has been a tradition in India for to know why. The plan, as operated
generations, lt 11 never possible to· in some cities, is said to be gi\rlng
find anyone who has ,actually seen satisfactory results.

*

*

*

*

1

* *
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A. CHIC~GO WEATHER FORE- .stead of the real thing in
caste~ thinks that recent floods in maneuvres. For example, on the
Texas and Colorado fulfill his pre- sands of Muroc Dry lake in southdiction made last spring that the ern · California, a mock battlefield is
drouth would be painted, complete with skeleton
broken this fall gun turrets, deck houses, and so
by heavy rains in on. Aloft speed ·army bombers, but
the dust bowi. If slung in their bomb carriers are
he had predicted concrete cylinders, of the same
c on t inuation of weight and size as standard bombs.
drouth he could Fitted with fins for guidance in
have picked out descent and with a "smoke-pot" to
other localities in simulate, the bursting of a , high-exthe drouth · area plosive bomb, these imitations are
and pointed in dropped in sham battle to enable
v e r i f i cation of the pilots and bombardiers to perhis forecast fo feet their technique.
the fact that
*
p r a c t ic a lly no
E X C AV A TI O N S I N N E W
rain has fallen in Mexico have unearthed numerous
th o s e sections. spear p6ints, arrow heads and fragThere is every ments of other weapons imbedded
reason to suppose that electrical in the earth together with the
and other conditions on the sun bones of prehistoric mammoths.
and other celestial bodies react in This is accepted as evidence that
various ways on the earth and its man _e~ist~d on . this continent at
.atmosphere and help to make our the same time with the extinct beweather what it is. But whe'n the ·hemoths . which . once wandered over
forecaster undertakes to say that its surface. Archaeolo~ists estimate
because of certain celestial pheno- that the depths at which the fragmena on'e section of the country ments were found prove that man
will be flooded six months hence inhabited North America · 8,00~
and another only a few hundred years ago. , And it 'is safe to _assume
miles away will be as · dry as
that those makers of arrow, heads
der, his predictions ·are about as and hunters of mammoths , were
valuable as those of the goose-bone sure then that the country . was
and muskrat-fur ·prophets.
rapidly going to the dogs and that
* .
things were . not as t~1ey used to be.
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*

*

*

*

*

WHILE S O ME MEN ARE
A FEW WEEKS AGO GEORGE
treating · the weather as if it were Bernard Shaw wrote a three colgoverned by some sort .o f magic, umn letter to the New York Times
with . mysterious ·Signs , and · por- protesting against the censoring of
tents to. be in~erprete~ by the initi- his play, Joan of , Arc by an orated, science 1s .p loddmg along pa- ganization known as "Catholic Acti.ently, adding knowledge bit by tion."
A few phrases from Mr.
bit to the store already accumulat- Shaw's interesting letter were quoted, and weather forecasts · made ed in this column. It now appears
within the scope of man's present that there is in this country no
understanding are being made such organization as "Catholic Acmore and more dependable. Data tion." It seems that there is one in
concerning co~ditions in the upper Italy, and Shaw evid.e ntly thought
atmosphere are being collected there must be one in America and
daily by means of little balloons. that as a matter of course it would
The collection of this information have censored his play. It develops,
may not yield definite results for ' further, that no one in this country
years, but some day, by means of has seen the script of the playit, we shall know more about the the screen version - therefore no
immediate causes of great air one can have censored it. Shaw
movements upon which all our wea- says that he had been mi~informed.
· ther is based.
It must be a disappointment to
*; , *
Shaw that . nobody has- undertaken
T AR G E T PRACTICE WITH to suppress .o r mutilate his play,
''live" projectiles runs into 'money, but he will get over it, and ~e may
and in order to save expense the write another entertaining thi·eearmy is using concrete bombs in- column letter.

DO FROGS EVER "RAIN" !''"REGRET
down? A great many persons ,be- able to recall any such article in
lieve that they do. Max Thomas, The Herald as that to which Mr.
who writes from. Seattle would· like Thomas refers, although something
to know, and he of the kind 'may have appeared
is especially in- among the occasional stories of
terested in learn-} odd occurrences in various parts of
ing if ·an y o n e the world which fi~d their way in-1
knows of a show- to print. Not long ago, I recall,
er of frogs in or we had a story of a shower of
near Grand Forks fish, I have forgotten where. The
s om e 35 , years explanation given of that incident
ago. He· tells his was tliat a waterspout had drawn
friends that he fish and water together into the air
knew of such an and high air currents had carried
occurrence, · a n d them far inland. There have been
th e y laugh at numerous occurrences of that · kind.
him. And,
his
* *
veracity being AS TO GREAT NUMBERS OF
quest i o n e d, he young frogs emerging from the
would like sup- ground during or immediately aftDavies
port if any is to er a rain, that seems improbable,
be had. He writes as follows: as the frog, for some time after
*
emerging from the egg, is a tad"THIRTY-FIVE OR THIRTY- pole, living altogether in the waseven years ago I was walking on ter. However, if it will be of any
I the tracks between Grand Forks comfort to Mr. Thomas to have a
and Emerado. If it rained or not, companion in the Ananias club to
I am not .sure, but I do know it which his friends have consigned
rained frogs. Frogs from one half him, I will offer this testimony of
to one inch long. They fell on the my own: ·
tracks as thick as rain, some lived
* ,r *
and some did not.
IN MY BOOHOOD BACK EAST
*
some 60 years ago while walking
"EVERY TIME I TELL THIS along a country road I was overstory, I must be prepared to put up taken by a pelting rain from which
a good battle, and take a lot of I took refuge in a barn. When the
kidding for good measure.
shower was over I continued my
"A few nights ago, September 23, journey, and · I found the ground
1936, sitting in the smoker of the literally alive with young toads. I
Empire Builder, w h i 1 e...~ riding called them toads, although I unthrough Grand Forks and Emera- derstand that there· are varieties of
do, en route to Seattle, I told the toads and frogs which look so nearsame story and expected the same ly alike that it is difficult to tell
battle and kidding-and got it. them apart. Being a country boy I
However, one fellow said your pa-. was familiar with both toads and
per had an article referring to this frogs, and without hesitation I
incident, another fellow said his classified these as toads. They
father spoke of it, . but said the were little fellows, about the size
frogs came out of the ground. The of a dime, · and as lively as crickcrowd laughed at me, as I had ·e ts. I saw no , dead or wounded
claimed the frogs came from the among them, which would have
clouds. Not wishing to comment on been likely had they fallen from
his father's ability as an observer,· any great height. They were so
I ask you in. all fairness, do you be- numerous. that it was difficult to
lieve 'f rogs could dig their way up step ., without treading on them.
through cinders and gravel on the Fortunately for my reputation,
railroad tracks? Then ·s uppose they others in the vicinity, youngsters
could, why should they as there is and adults, saw the same thing.
no more of interest for a frog The popular explanation ·was that
above the railroad tracks ·between the toads had rained down. My
Grand Forks and Emerado tha·n guess has been that they had
there would be anywhere else in hatched out and were concealed in
the good old U. S. A."
crevices and burrows . ready to
* * *
come forth and the rain started
"I AM HOPING TO HEAR them . into action. But just why
from you, and should I, and should there should have been so many
everything be in my favor; I sure- million .of them along that particuly will tell nzy friends what a ''gang lar mile of road remains a mystery
of non-believers" I think they are. to me. I should be glad to have inAnd as for the fellows on the formation on this subject from
tra~n, I will read this letter to anyone who has it, and in the
them and may suggest they sub- meantime I hope Mr. Thomas will I
scribe to The Grand Forks Herald continue the good work of .advising 1
to .know the truth."
his friends to read The Herald.
I
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* *
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ST! CK LE RS
MATHEmatical accuracy are likely to challenge a statement in the Literary
Digest concerning the effect of a
shift of votes on
respective majorities. C?:r_icerning
the polltical be.
f
.
h av10r
o
.
th
n· 1111-t
nois
e
iges
saK:~ 1928 the
s t a t e gave H oov1
erl'ta 454 ' 324S P.tuhra i y over m1 ;
. 1932 i·t p1.1e d up
m

velt's participation in. the famous
"round robin" during the war with
Spain brought from him a foud
guffaw . and the proceedings
against Sims were dropped.

* * *

RAYMOND MO ULT ON
.
. ·
.
Brien, aged 31, a resident of New
York, has been acknowledged by
the British authorities as the rightf~l earl of T~omond, and. wi~h his
wife, a Grecian countess, will be
· d ue f orm t o K'mg Ed... ·
presen t e d m
ward and will attend the coronat·
t
10n nex year.

*

a ·499,548 plurality for Roosevelt
-a million -vote
shift."
It' is true that
on the basis of
figures' given there is a diffe'r ence of
nearly a million votes between the
respective pluralities, but it did not
require the shift of approximately
a million votes to achieve that. If
exactly the same number of votes
were cast in the two elections, a
shift of 451,936 votes from one side
to the other would do the trick.
Try it with your pencil.

THE YOUNG EARL'S ·
ents were divorced while he was a .
small child. The mother remarried,
and . the boy was brought up in the
belief that his stepfather· w~s his
real father. During his youth the
lad visited many parts of the
world, traveling on his mother's
p~ssport, but when he became of
age and required a passport of his
own, a birth certificate was required. It was then that his mother revealed to him his true paren tage.

ADMIRAL SIMS, WHO DIED A
week ago, was a continual annoyance to the 'barnacles who had become attached to the navy. As a
lieutenant he pestered the department with . criticism of the poor
marksmanship of the navy and the
poor construction of its ships. He
got both remedied, but he came
near being court-martiajed for his
meddlesomeness.

MEANWHILE, HIS REAL
father a New York business man,
had established his identity as
heir to the title, which had been
declared extinct two or three generations ago because the only sur- ·
viving member of , the family had
migrated to America and could not
be found. The elder O'Brien. got in
conta9t with his son, and the family affairs are straightened out,
just like a story in a book.

*

*

*

I

*

* A NAVAL
WHILE SIMS *WAS
aide to · Pr·e sident Theodore Roosevelt he caused the publicatio,n of an
article pointing out . defects in the
ships of that day. The article
aroused- the ire of Secretary Metcalfe, who · demanded an explanation. Sims took the article. to the
president and said, · "They intend
to court-martial me."
"Well, don't you deserve it?''
asked Roosevelt. "Haven't you been
insubordinate?''
"Yes," replied . Sims. "Just as insubordinate as you were on a famom~ occasion."

'F

* * •

* * *

THE NEW EARL H~S LEARNed that ·because of his position he
will have certain privileges. His
wife will have an established posi- ,
tion at court, and he may remain
covered in the ' presence of the
monarch or have a private audience with him. If he should be accused of felony he would have the
privilege of being tried by the
house of lords instead of an ordinary court, and if found guilty and
sentenced to death he would have
the right to be hanged by a silken
cord instead of one of hemp. Isn't
there danger that that last privil*
ege might incite earls and . dukes
-THIS REFERENCE TO ROOSE- and such to commit murder?

I

* *

y

~

•

SOME DAYS AGO I PUBLISH- "Hie! Hie! Rise and hie
ed a request from a correspondent Away to the banks of the Yangfor an old poem
tse-kl
entitled "The Ge- There the giant mountains of Oshography Demon,
kosh stand,
with which some . And the Icebergs gleam through
s c h o o I children 1
the falling sand,
years ago were While the elephants sit on the palm
fa mi 11 a r, but
tree high,
which I did not And the cannibals feast on bad-boy
recall. Miss Sue
pie.
Feistel, of Emerado, furnishes "Go! Go! Rise and go,
the poem, which, A way to the banks of the Hoangshe writes, was
ho!
one of her favor- There the Chickasaw sachem
ite schoolday remakes his tea,
c i t a t i o n s. The And the kettle boils and waits for
lines are as folthee.
Davie&
lows:
We'll smite thee ho! and we'll lay
:re
thee low,
THE GEOGRAPHY DEMON.
On the beautiful banks of the
Hoang-ho!"
I hate my geography lesson!
It's nothing but nonsense and These terrible words were still
names;
sounding
To bother me so every morning
Like trumpets and drums through
It's really the greatest of shames.
my head,
When the monster clutched tightThe brooks they flow into the river my shoulder
And dragged me half out of bed.
ert1,
the rivers flow into the sea;
I IAnd
hope, for my part, they enjoy it, In terror I clung to the bedpost,
But what does that matter to me? But the faithless bedpost it broke!
Of late even more I've disliked it, I screamed out aloud in my anAnd more disagreeable it seems,
guish.
Ever since the sad evening last And suddenly-well, I awoke.
winter
When I had that most flghtful of He was gone, but I cannot forget
dreams.
him,
That fearful Geography sprite;
I thought that a most horrid He has my first thought in the
monster
morning;
Stood suddenly there in my
He has my last shudder at night.
roomA Frightful Geography Demon,
Do ;yeou blame me for bating my
Enveloped in darkness and gloom.
lesson?
Is it strange that it frightful should
seem?
His body and head like a mounOr that I more and more should
tain,
' A volcano on top for a hat;
abhor it
His arms and bis legs were like Since I had that most frightful
rivers,
dream?
With a brook round his :peck for
"' YORK
* * NEWSPATWO NEW
cravat.
per reporters have started off on a
He laid on my poor trembling race around the world. Their publishers say that it isn't a race, each
shoulders
His fingers, cold, clammy and long, paper starting its representative
And, fixing his red eyes upon me, off independently to demonstrate
He roared forth this terrible song: the possibilities of modern travel.
Nevertheless, we may be sure that
"Come! Come! Rise and come
the boys will make a race of It.
Away to the banks of the Muskln- They left on the Hindenburg and
gum!
will cross Europe and Asia by air,
It flows by the plains of Timboc- and, after a short trip, perhaps by
too,
steamer, to Manila, they will cross
With the peak of Teneriffe just in the Pacific on one of the new mail
view,
planes. The jump from San FranAnd the cataracts leap in the pale clsco to New York will be merely a
moonshine,
few hours' journey,
As they dance o'er the cliffs of
*
Brandywine.
IT IS ESTIMATED THAT THE
trip will take about 22 days, which
"Flee! Flee! Rise and flee
is quite a step down from the 80
Away to the banks of the Tombig- days of Jules Verne's Phileas Fogg,
bee.
However, things were speeded up
We'll pass by Alaska's powerful greatly before the days of air
strand
transport. Before the plane came
Where the emerald towers of Pe- into the globe was circled in 60,
kin stand;
40, and, I think, 36 days, by railWe'll pass them by and we'll rest way train and steamer. Today, if
awhile
close connections could be made
On Michllimackinac's tropic isle,
and there were no other days, the
While the apes of the Barbary
distance - about 20,000 miles- by
frisk around
the northern route usually followAnd the parrots crow witi. a love- ed-could be covered at moderate
ly sound.
cruising speed in six days or less.

•

*

*

i'

*

*

SAMUEL R. VAN SANT, FOR*
"IN THIS*
·,CONNECTION
MAY
mer governor of Minnesota, was a
I,
as
a
result
both
of observation
self-made man who had made an
and experience, nominate the Amexcellent job of developing his o'wn
erican elm for first honors as both
character. He
a yard and berm tree in this lowas shrewd, recality.
sourceful, a n d
One fine specimen in the rear of
very much in
my yard was but a three-foot
earnest. A suc"switch" in 1915. Today; it is a
cessful business
remarkably symmetrical tree over
man and a cap40 fee,t in height and a foot in diaable executive, he
meter near the base of the bole.
had not had time
to learn all the
"THE TRUE WORTH OF
fine points of dipIo m a tic inter- , these trees in this city may best
be .observed by looking at the many
course. On one
occasion he shoc)J.ed several digna- fine specimens iri the vicinity of
taries and gave Fourth avenue and South Fifth
great amusement street, and especially at the fine
Davies
to a foreign specimen in the middle of the yard
prince. Prince Henry of Prussia, of the Methodist parsonage at 612
brother of the kaiser, was being South Fifth street, These I am
shown a good time during his vis- told were all transplanted from the
it to the United States. In Chicago Red river terraces in the dead of
he was wined and dined, and gov- winter, by a man who evidently
ernors of several of the middle understood the job. He cut out a
states called to pay their respects. large body of frozen earth with
Governor Van Sant was one of each tree, which was not over three
them, and he was accompanied by inches in diameter, used a New
members of his staff, all decked England type of "stone boat" for
out in uniforms resplendent with transportation, and reset tree and
gold braid. The governor and his earth with a large mass of roots
staff were ushered into the great undisturbed.
reception room where the Prussian
* *NEED
* OF THE
"THE GREAT
prince was holding court, and Van
American
elm
and
any
other kind
Sant was taken forward and preof tree, when set in Grand Forks
sented to the prince.
outside of the river terraces, is
THE GOVERNOR *
SHOOK THE water and more water. Not sprinkprince's hand heartily. "How are lings, but each season several
you, prince?" he said, "I'm mighty thorough and deep saturations of
glad to meet you. Come over here. the soil. This especially applies to
I want you to meet some of the trees on berms, where pavement
members of my staff." And, to the and sidewalk divert at least half
horror of committee members who of the natural supply and where
had lain awake nights arranging leaking gas pipes below and auto
for the proceedings and making gas above are an ever-present mensure that everything would be done ace.
"Selection of seed for nursery
strictly according to Hoyle he
drew the prince .out of the r~ceiv- stock, from well formed trees of
ing line, escorted him hospitably good strain, and very careful selecacross the room and presented him !ion of young trees as to symmetry ·'
1s necessary to secure good trees
to his epauletted staff.
for yard and berm.
"The American elm needs no
CAMPAIGNING FOR THE
governorship Van Sant visited East further experimentation in Grand
Grand Forks. There he met an old Forks. A well selected tree, proprailroad man, with whom he chat- erly planted and watered will be a
ted affably. "Now it's like this," joy to the owner for a lifetime ,
said Van Sant. "I'm an old steam- and a thing of beauty to the city
boat man and you're an old rail- for generations to come.''
road man. Now that I'm running
*
I SHARE *THE* CORRESPONDfor governor, you vote for me, and
ent's
regret
concerning
the Chiwhen you run for governor I'll vote
nese
elm,
and
also
his
belief
that
for you. That will be a fair trade."
all things considered, the Ameri~
* * *
"YOUR CONCLUSIONS OF can elm is the tree best suited to
Wednesday regarding the Chinese this locality, especially for street
elm have my regretful approval," planting. Concerrting the Cl!inese
writes a correspondent. "It's lack elm I have been told that the trees
of resistance to winter cold and of this species grown from the seed
summer drouth, its liability to in- first imported into this country
jury by yellow-bellied sapsuckers lacked the hardiness necessary to
and other conditions makes it of withstand even moderate northern
very questionable dependence in winters. It was found, however,
this locality. I trust that experi that the seed from which those
ments with it may be continued by trees were grown had come from
the state and federal governments certain Chinese lowlands where
since its remarkable beauty of fol~ the weather was always mild and
iage and rapidity of growth make rainfall abundant.
it highly desirable in this region
* * *
EXPERIMENTS WERE THEN
where the number of hardy trees is
made
with
seed collected
limited.
mountain districts where

* * *

* *

* * *

I

temperatures and less numidity
prevailed. Trees grown from such
seed proved much hardier than
those from the first importations
of seed. I understand that it is
from this hardier stock that the
Chinese elms now offered by our
nurserymen are derived. Apparently, however, the necessary degree of hardiness for our climate
had not yet been reached.

* * *

THE QUESTION IS OFTEN
raised whether the sapsucker perforates trees in search of worms or
of sap. Dr. Thomas S. Roberts, of
the University of Minnesota, in a
valuable book on North American
birds, describes the sapsucker as
one of our most destructive birds
because of its habit of drilling
holes in trees in order to obtain
the sap which flows from the
wounds. No mention is made of
worms or insects in this connection. The bird, says Dr. Roberts,
drills one row of holes and feeds
on the sap until the holes run dry,
when another row is drilled, and
so on. While the sapsucker attacks
trees of all sorts, even conifers, it
is said to have a preference for
sugar maples, soft maples and
poplars.

J. DEXTER PIERCE OF L~RImore writes: "Some time ago yol!
quoted ·P rof. Yeager of the Agricultural college to the effect that
trees do not send
their roots very
deep into the
so i 1. I believe
that statement
was too. inclusive.
It , i s tr u e of
coniferous trees
but d e c i d u ous
t r e e s · I i k e the
oaks must send
their roots down
very deep t o
make a strong
p u r c h a s e and
r e a c h w a t er.
Som~ years ago
a well at Larimore went ·dry on a property that
1 was looking after. It was something over twenty feet deep. I
. had a man go down into it to
deepen it. He found . that he could
not lower it until he chopped
through a root that was larger
than my arm. The root belonged to a tall poplar that was growing about fifteen feet from it, as
I remember it.

MR. PIERCE SENDS CLIPpings from a New York ·paper describing the w.ork of beavers in the
Interstate park near Newburg,
New York, Mr. Pierce's former
home, which he visited during the ,
past summer. In that park a colony of beavers, established in 1920
with a single pair has increased
until it now includes some 500
members. Many ponds have been
created in the park by the industry of the beavers in building dams
and these have been servicable in
saturating the subsoil, . restoring to
activity springs which had been !
dry for many years, protecting adjacent forest areas from fire, and
providing refuges for birds.
j

I

l

!

* *

*

A MUSEUM IN -WHICH THE ,
characteristics of beavers are fea- 1
tured, is one of the attractions of ·
the park. The superintendent, William H. Carr, seems to have a
sense of humor. One
the ex- 1
hibits is a basket filled with .small
bits of wood labeled "Chips cut by
beaver." Visitors like ; to carry
away these chips as souvenirs, but
Mr. Carr r is not disturbed. When
the supply begins to run · 1ow he
sends out into the woods for an*· * *
other bushel of · chips and refills
"MY UNDERSTANDING HAS the basket. If the chips ·happen to
been that as a rule, plants have a be beaver cuttings, so much the .
root system corresponding to. some better.
extent with the part growing
*
above ground. The roots of wheat
INFORMATION DISTRIBUTED
extend down about four and a haif at the museum . shatters some long:
feet. Bromus inermus about six cherished beliefs concerning beafeet."
vers. One Js that the beaver can
·1
* *
cause a tree to fall in . any desired
PROFESSOR YEAGER'S BUL- direction. The .b eaver has no such
letin, from which I quoted figures power. He gnaws clear around the
on the root growth of several tree, leaving a pointed .stump and
species of trees, · summarized the a log with a pointed butt, and the
results of a survey made to deter- tree · falls whichever way it hapmine as nearly as possible the root- pens to lean. Museum. visitors are
ing habits of trees of several informed that beavers do not .'g ovspecies grown on several different ern the direction of the tree's fall,
types of soil, but · under natural that they do not use their tails
field conditions. Undoubtedly the as trowels, and that they do not
findings would vary materially drive stakes.
with the surroundings of the tree.
* * *
Undoubtedly a tree growing in a
A .BEAVER COLONY FITS ADdry place near a well ·or over a mirably into a fairly large timbered
deep vein of water-bearing sand or ·area where the trees . destr'o yed are
gravel would send its roots much replaced · by new growth. In the
deeper that if the soil near the .sur- p;rairie country, where timber belts
face were wet and there were no are small and trees precious, the
qeep water vein. Mr. Pierce's ex- beaver. has o_fte11- been found to be
perience with -the weU which was a nuisance. · Farmers have ·-somedrained by a tree growing near by times complained that small groves
corresponds with that of many which they have. nursed .· along for
others who have observed similar years had been destroyed by bea- ·
conditions.
vers.

of

* *

*

ON MICHIGAN A VENUE, CHIcago, they ·expect you to drive not
less than .45 miles an hour. To
drive at a slower pace incurs the
hostile criticism
of traffic cops
and may result
in your being orde red off the
street or being
given a ticket.
Driving at that
speed on t h a t
boulevard is perfectly safe. At
that speed one
just about keeps
up ~ith the process1on. If one
drives . more s~ow•
ly
heb 1s. contmuD av1es
d
11
a Y emg passe
by other cars which must weave. in
and . out of dense traffic ln. order
to get by. Under . those circumstances the slow driver is a menace not to be tolerated.

thing there is needed a pair Qf
mate hed steeds, ·
· foot and
quick of eye, eager and sensitive,
able t6 do io miles in an hour and
finish fresh, and to knock of an
occasional mile in three minutes.
Behind such a team one got an
electric tingle through the tightened rein and as great a sensation
of speed as in an automobile at 80
miles an hour. ·

* * * /

J. B. JAMES, OF NELSONville, Ohio, who claims the title of
flapjack champion of the world, is
living and enjoying life at the age
of 82, and still eating corn flapjacks. He was raised on buckwheat
cakes, but shortly after his marriage his bride converted him to
corn cakes and he has eaten them
for breakfast every morning for
more than 50 years except on 25
separate occasions when they had
company and Mrs. James wished
to vary the bill of fare. Usually
* * *
Mr. James consumes nine corn
THE OTHER .DAY, HOWEVER, cakes at a sitting.
all automotive vehicles were ruled
off a section of Michigan avenue
* ~ *
by proclamation of the mayor and
0. 0. M'INTYRE MENTIONS A
for an hour that portion of the summer drink which he knew as a
street was given up to horses and boy, and which was composed of a
buggies. In the procession were mixture of water, ginger and mo:-victorias
hacks
hansoms and lasses. I didn't know they had that
phaeton;, all reiics of a bygone at Gallipolis. We had. it in Canaage, but still able to navigate and da,. away the other side .of Lake
some of them still regularly in Erie, and we thought it pretty
good stuff. I wonder if they had
use.
* *
small beer at Gallipolis. We hag. it
THE YOUNGER GENERATION at our place, and I'.ve often wonknows little of the thrill that there dered how it was made. As nearly
is in driving a spirited team. Most as I can recollect it seemed like a
of those teams are gone. Occasion- very mild ~orm of home brew, but
ally, in a large city, an ancient ar- flavore.d with some sort of roots or
istocrat, dyed deep with conserv- herbs mstead of ?ops. That, also,
atism, has refused to relinquish the was a summer drmk.
driving team, and still makes dig*
*
nified little journeys in a horseOF COURSE MORE .. POTENT
drawn carriage. But otherwise, on beverages. were quite commonly
the rare occasions when modern used, sometimes to excess. One
youth und·e rtakes a buggy ride for fine old farmer in our neighbora lark, about the best obtainable in hood always took to the field in
the way of horse-flesh is a pair of harvest or haying a jug of whisky.
dray horses, often weary from a Once in the forenoon, and again in
day's heavy hauling. And, after a the after~oon, work was stopped
mile or so behind such a team the and the men gathered around Mr.
whole thing is voted a bore, and Moulding, who carefully pour0il nut
our grandfathers are voted a lot for each man a moderate drink of
of slow old fogies.
the liquor and one for himself.
*
*
That was quite different, however, '
THAT SORT OF THING ISN'T from standing at a bar and poura real buggy ride. For the real ing down one drink after another.
I

*

*

*

LATEST DETHERE
velopments is the mounting of ·~n on~ of the Aleutian islands a
radios on farm tractors. A beau.
tiful thing · about this arrange- skull which once encased one of
m e n t i s t h a t the biggest brains in the world,
while the farm~r second only, .so far as known, to
sits on his trac- that of Turgeniev, the Russian
tor doing his fall novelist, which weighed 74 ounces.
plowing he can The ancient Aleut's brain capacity
listen to · the im- was a mere fraction less than that
passioned orator of the Russian, and just a fraction
telling the world greater than that of Daniel Webwhat a terrible ster, who stands now third on the·
time the farmer list of measurements scientifically
is having. One made.
of t,he notions
* * *
which has been
IT IS NOT SAFE, HOWEVER,
en t e r t ained by to conclude that the Aleut was
quite a 1 a r g e more intelligent than Webster, for
number · of peo- Napoleon had a brain that weighple is that there ed a mere 53 ounces, and Walt
is merit in hard Whitman's brain weighed but 45
work as such, and that to seek an ounces. It has been found, too, that
easier and more comfortable way the average Eskimo has a much
of doing a job is a sign of effe- larger brain than has the average
minacy .a nd general uselessness. I Hindu, but the Hindu has .developremember well when the . first ed profound philosophies and
grain reapers were brought into found religions and given other
our neighborhood. Before that time evidences of advanced thinking,
grain was cut with a cradle. The while the . Eskimo has done nothreaper did not bind the grain, but ing of the kind. One of the great
dropped it off in loose bundle·s to dinosaurs, which carried about
be bound by hand.
tons of flesh, had a miniature
*
*
b1·ain, which is sometimes cited as
THAT SPEEDED UP THE evidence that the animal was a stuwork materially, and while there pid creature and therefore became
were a few conservatives who turn.. extinct. But it seems that more
up their noses at the new machines depends on the quality than on the
as contributing agencies to a gen- size of the brain. Otherwise Naeral degeneration, the value of the poleon should never have . risen
reaper was too manifest to be ig- above the rank of private.
nored. The machine became popu:.
. *
Ia:r.
QUITE GENERALLY TRAVEL
* *
by air has been regarded as a
ONE FAR M ·E R, HOWEVER, luxury to be enjoyed by those willwas not satisfied with the luxury ing to pay an extra price for the
of sitting on a seat while cutting novelty of the experience or to
his grain. He wanter to be shelter- whom the saving in time was
1
ed from the hot. sun. He rigged up worth the · additional ,cost. But on
a big umbrella and clamped it to some of the important lines rates i
the frame of his ·machine and thus have been so reduced · that one can
was able to sit in the shade. That actually save money by flying as
device was regarded with almost compared with railway . fares on ~
.unanimous contempt by the neigh- the fastest trains.
' '
bors. The word "sissy" had not
*
come into use, but if it had it
ONE ·CAN NOW FLY FROM
would have been applied to the New York to Chicag~ in .4.. hours
man who was too soft to let the and 45 minutes for $33J~6 as
sun shine on him. Personally I against 18 hours by rail on a ·c rack
admired that farmer and thought train for $40.75. The air rate is
·1 · his
umbrella a great thing. . I only 71 cents more 'than the regu, couldn't see· any sense ~n being lar train rate of fare plus Pulluncomfortable when one might just man. The .. m~niinuni air rate be~ as well be . comfortable. But very tw:een New ·York · and~· San Frandiscreetly I kept my opinion to my- _cisco or · Los Angeles i~ $118.96,
self, for I had been taught not to several dollars less , than the rate '
argue ':Vith my elders. N everthe- on · the best .trains, with air -time ,
' less, I was then for the umbrella, of 16 hours and · 59 minutes as
, and now I am for the radio when- against 83 · hours by train. These
ever and however it makes life new rates are to take effect Nomore agreeable.
.vember 1.

*

* *

*

* *

BEARS HAVE GONE ON
strike against the new signs that
have been placed along the roads
in the Great Smoky Mountains national park in
N o r t h Carolina
ah d Tennessee.
Until recently the
signs used in that
park have been
of inconspicuous
coloring which
merged well into
t h e background
o f r o c k s and
foliage. The bears
found them quite
satisfactory an d
let them alone.
But new s i g n s
were
installed
with bright green
lettering on a light background.
The bears looked them over and
were displeased, and they began
tearing the signs down and splintering them to bits. The bear is
known to be an exceedingly intelligent animal, and it now appears
that its esthetic sense is also highly developed. It might be a good
idea to have a few bears in every
good park as a protection against
the monstrosities which are sometimes attempted.

*

*

*

I HAVE ANOTHER COCOON
which H. E. Delameter, of the
Knox advocate, sends with the information that it was detached
from a window casing while preparing to have the storm windows
installed for winter. The cocoon
is apparently that of a Crecopia
moth, being similar in size and
form to one that I now have in a
glass jar. I have placed the new
cocoon in the same receptacle, and
if all goes well I may be able to
start a thriving colony· of Crecopia moths. The first caterpillar, by
the way, is still making sounds
within its enclosure, but I have no
idea what it is doing.

*

* *

OSCAR TSCHIRKY IS KNOWN
to thousands in person and to millions by reputation, but to most
of that multitude he is simply "Oscar, of the_ Waldorf-Astoria." Few
ever think of him as having a
surname. He was caterer at the
famous New York hotel for 43
years, during which time he prepared viands which tickled the palates of kings and queens, captains
of industry and other celebrities.
On his seventieth birthday the other day he received congratulations
and was asked, among other
things, to name his own favorite
dish. He replied:

* * *

"I GUESS IT'S BOILED BEEF
with a nice potato. And don't forget that I like it fat. As an entree
I always have this dish at home
when I have guests. Horseradish,
of course, goes with It, and a glass
of wine is indispensable."

* *

*

IT SEEMS ODD TO THINK
of one of the world's greatest chefs
naming boiled beef and potato as

his favorite dish, but doubtless Os-I
car has ideas of his own as to
what constitutes good beef and just
how it and the potato should be
coo"ked. Incidentally, what a lot of
good beef is spoiled by poor cooking! Take beefsteak, for instance.
Take the finest beef that ever was
fed on corn. Let it be tender, juicy
and nicely edged with fat. Then cut
it a quarter of an inch thick and
fry it through thoroughly from
both sides, and you will have something that in consistency and flavor resembles a cedar shingle.
What a crime!

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

'*

* *

I

YEARS AGO I READ A DEscription of a method of cooking
steak which I have always wanted
to try. The steak is cut two or
three inches thick, imbedded in
wet salt which is held together
In a wire screen, and broiled for a
long time over a hot charcoal fire.
When it is done the hardened salt
is cracked with a mallet and stripped off and there is the steakperfect ! The writer who described
that method said that a steak so
cooked was the finest he had ever ,
tasted, and I can believe him.
A LOCAL FRIEND INQUIRES
about chestnuts. Recently she received from a Minnesota friend a
quantity of brown nuts described
to her as chestnuts, and having
known years ago of roasted chestnuts she roasted some and found
them unpalatable. It develops that
the nuts are not true, or edible
chestnuts, but horse-chestnuts,
which are something quite different.
THE HORSE-CHESTNUT TREE
is a beautiful shade tree, and it
seems to be quite hardy, as there
are a few specimens in Grand
Forks which appear to be thriving, notwithstanding dry weather
and at least one exceptionally severe winter. The nut is globular,
brown, unpalatable. Back east
where the trees were grown liberally for shade, we youngsters occasionally nibbled at the nuts, but
usually spat them out. There was
a vague theory that the nuts were
poisonous, but that seems to be a
libel, for there are districts where
the nuts are used as feed for stock.
THE CHESTNUT P R O P E R
grows freely in southern Ontario
some 50 miles north of Lake Erie,
but 50 miles farther north none
was to be found. The nuts are
borne in prickly burrs which open
with frost, permitting the enclosed
nuts to drop to the ground. The
timber of this tree is valuable for
many purposes. Many years ago
blight attacked chestnut trees all
over the country, and it seemed
likely that the species would become extinct. The disease seems
to have run its course, and groves
are being re-established. The wood
of this tree is useful for many purposes, but that of the horse-chestnut has little value.

BOYS ARE C O LL E C T IN G
scrap iron from alleys and hauling
it on toy wagons to the junk yard.
On the farms old binders, trucks
and what not are
being smashed
up and the fragmen ts of metal
are being ·hauled
to town. · Trains
are hauling scrap
iron instead of
wheat frorn many
,,, a district where
no rain has fallen and no crop
has been grown,
an d substantial
revenue is being
d er iv e d fr o m
waste that has
.
. lain for ·years expbsed to the elements and slowly
dis'integrating
rust

in

* '*

*

THE BIG JUNK YARD ON
First avenue South is a scene of
activity. A space blocks long is
filled with. mountains of wreckage
of almost ·everything · that contains
.iron and the _ material in those
heterogerieous piles is being sorted,
cut so as to conserve space and.
otherwise prepared for shipment.
Great .knives shear through automobile engine blocJ{s as if the metal were · cheese, and iron pulleys
· and portable engine wheels are be· ing r'e duced to fragments a few
inches square

*·

*

*

SOME OF THAT MATERIAL
may come back in the form of new
t automobile engines or bodies, some
of it 8:S steel beams, some . as· parts
of washing machines or tractors.
The factories are clamoring for it.
For ·years the supply has been running short. One reason is that
there has been little demand for
manufactured products. Replacements have been few, and accumula:.ted supplies of scrap were
sufficient to meet the demand
without · calling on the country for
more. Then Japan, Italy, and to
some extent other nations, developed a voracious demand ·f or scrap
iron and ship after ship went
~broad lpaded with what is in some
respects the most precious of all
metals, iron. Our brethren abroad
wanted the rion to make things
with which to shoot at each other,
and possibly at us. Hence, when
our manufacturers began to speed
up a little they found that there
was a shortage of on& of. their
most important raw materials.
Scrap is . being collected all over
the · counfry as with a fine-tooth
comb. ·

some miles north of Kenmare. In
18~2 I · helped survey the site of another Newport on the line of the
then proposed Jamestown and
Northern railroad running now
from Jamestown to Leeds. The
owner of the property, named
Keepers, expected his town to be
the junction point where the road
fo Sykeston branched off to the
west. He nam~d the town after
Colonel R. M. Newport of the .
Northern Pacific. But in the shakeup of those early days there was a
change of management and Keepers failed to click with, the new
outfit. Carrington, a few miles
farther north, was chosen as the
junction point, and Newport was
left high and dry.

* * *

I SUPPOSE TH~R~ ARE IN
North Dakota vamshmg vestiges
of sco~es of towns that died ahorning or expired after a few
years' fitful existence. · Offhand, I
recall Stickey, in Grand Forks
county, which later became Ojata,
and which once boomed as the western terminus of the Great Northern; Bartlett, which fl~urished for
a years as another termmus; Warnduska, on th~ shore o_f Stump Lake,
whose one big hotel 1s now a farm
~ouse; Jerusalem, center .of a Jew1sh sett~ement. on D:v1ls Lake;
Clarke City, a dozen miles s?uth of ,
Sanborn; an~ Grand Rapid~, on
the James river south of Jamestown. The original plat of Grand
Rapids showed a courthouse, two
rail~ay stations and a steamboat
landmg.
I

*

*

*

D R I V IN G OCCASIONALLY ,
through Spiritwood on No. 10 I
have tried to locate the additions to that town which I helped to survey in 1882. I suppose it . is now
somebody's farm, but I can't be
sure of its position. While we were
on the Spiritwood job we ate in
the cook shanty of the owner of
the land who was farming on the
grand scale. He had a large force
of field hands and a young man
cook who had tamed a lot of gophers. After meals, when he had fin- r
ished cleaning up, and all was, r
quiet, he would take scraps from\
the table and whistle, whereupon I
the gophers would come by the
dozen for the food which he scattered. If he moved cautiously some
of them would permit him to pick
them up and handle them. He declared solemnly that some of them
knew the names which he had
given them and would respond
when he called. He was a nice fellow, and .I rather think he partial* .*
Iy believed what he told us. At any
WIN WORKING HAS DISCOV- rate, none of us disputed him, for
ered a ghost town called Newport he served good meals.

-* .

A NATIONAL ELECTION some ~s~-;~i--~- ~;~:pa{ion. The lei- \
campaign ~s a huge affair. One of sure class in those countries is to
the national party committees ex- be abolished.
It appears that
among those neighbors of ours
pects to have printed and distribut- there are more jobs than men.
ed before elec- That strange condition in a world
tion time more in which unemployment constitutes
than one. ~un- one of the major problems is atd .red m 1 l ~ 1 0 n tributed to the fact that only a
pieces of htera- little while ago Bolivia and Paratur~ - speeches, guay were waging war on each ·
;rticles, de~te~p~s other, and in each country boys of '
r o m e 1 oria s 14 were drafted to march ·in to the ,'
and what not. I "Green Hell'' and wage war on the
have no. ~~ubt boys from the other country. The
that statisticians wilderness itself took care of most
a:e no'Y a_t work of those who escaped knives and
f 1 g u r 1 n g ~ l1 t bullets. Therefore there is a shorthow many .times age of men. In this country we
tp the . moon and killed off little pigs. Down there
back all t h o s e they killed off men · and boys and
w o rd s. w o u I d in that way got quicker action•
. reach 1f placed
* *
end to end. Printing and distributLOS ANGELES TAD A TEM- i
ing all that stuff will cost a lot perature of 96 the other day, but ;
of money. Is it all to be praised the air was so dry-or so humid- ·
as a legitimate effort to enlight- that you couldn't feel it.
en the electorate concerning the vi* *
~ al ,issues of the campaign, warnSOME WEEKS AGO I PUBing voters of ·dartgers to be a void.. lished a letter from a corresponed and pointing to public benef~ts dent who told of what appeared to
. , to be sought> or is it villainous be a shower of frogs which he notpropaganda designed to mislead ed vyhile walking from Grand
and. deceive? Do the millions spent Forks to Emerado many years ago.
on that kjnd. of wo!'k come from His telling of that story had caused
patriotic dtizens who are u willing his veracity to be doubted, and he
to invest th(--ir 4ollars unselfishly asked for verific.a tlon from any- I
in public welfare, or do they come one who knew of the incident. I I
I fro·m representatives of greed and did the · best I could for him by ,
1
oppression ·who seek to entrench telling of what seemed to be a
themselves in places of power? It shower of toads away back east
all depends on which side you are in the long ago, but until now I
on and on which side is putting have heard nothing more of a
out the .most printed stuff.
Grand Forks sliower of that kind.
i

1

*

*

*

*

*

ONE SPEAKER AT A NEW
York meeting to discuss problems
in church architecture said that
in the seminaries there are listed
't· courses .i n almost everything, even
animal husbandry, except church
architecture, and he thought that
prospective preachers might well
give some thought to the designing of churches. During the pre, depression . decade, he said, the
churches of his own denomination
had spent $50,000,000 on buildings
and had got about $5,000,000 worth
of good architecture.

·* * *

THE GOVERNMENTS OF BOlivia and Paraguay has ordered all
able-bodied persons in their respective commonwealths to take up

* * *

NOW I AM TOLD THAT MRS.
0. A. Thoreson, 201 South . Fourth
street, East Grand Forks, remembers such an incident which occurred some 35 or ~7 ye~rs agoshe is not sure of the exact date.
At that time Mrs. Thoreson lived
near the Red river about two miles
north of E~st Grand Forks. She
had attended a Ladies' Aid meeting
in town, and during the afternoon
there was a heavy rain. On her
way home the ground was covered
with tiny frogs so thick that it
was almost impossible to walk
without stepping on them. The
former correspondent failed to
give his permanent address, but if
he sees · this he can use it to clear
his 'reputation.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
"The land · between the . coulee~
·, Churchs F .e rry Sun on the comple- ·and the pre.s ent site o{ . Churchs
tion of its first half-century of ex- Ferry was one vast sheet . al ~ater
istence. The Sun celebrated the anniversary 1 a s t ( this was in the fall of 1882} while
wee.k by issuing to the east of the coulee the ·coun-j
an attractive spe- try was submerged for some dis- ·
cial edi~ion de- tance. Lake Irvine was full nearly
voted to historic- to overflowing and her waters
al and descrip- abounded with, fish of different
tive· matter relat- varieties. Ducks and geese took
ing to the growth possession of every ·b ody of water
and development in the co~ntry, and this was truly
of the communi- the sportsman's Ld e a 1 hunting
ty during these ground. Antelope were plentiful on
eventful years.
the plains, while the beaten paths
The Sun was in the tough prairie sod and the
established Oc- 'wallows' here -and there indicated
tober 9, 1886, by the presence of bison, but a closer
S: A. Nye, who inspection of the trails indicated
explained to his that they were s.o mewhat ancient
readers in the and immediately put to rout the
first number of the paper that he prospectors' anticipatioD: of enwas not related to Bill Nye. In countering 'big game' while the
1890 he sold the paper to G. C. bleaching bones of the thousands
Chambers, who conducted it until of skeletons _ scattered over the
his death in 1913. The paper was plains was a revelation to them of ,
conducted for a few months by the extent of the slaughter of Ammembers of the Chambers family, erican buffalo, which today is aland on August 9, 1913, it was pm:- most extinct.'~
chased by C. E. Harding, who has
* *· *
continued to guide its destinies evSO MANY SETTLERS CAME
er since. The paper is a creditable in the spring of 1883 that it became
representative and faithful servant necessary to provide some means
of a substantial and progressive of crossing the coulee, and a f'erry
community. Long may , it prosper. was built for that purpose. It was
* *
from that craft and the name of f
·,
CHURCHS FERRY WAS FIRST the first settler that the ..town -got
1
t known as Coulee Town, and th,e its final name. The ferry, 12 by 24
first resldjlnCe in the settlement feet, Inter lengthened to 32 feeti /)
was built in the summer of 1883 by was built of lumber hauled from
Irvine Church, who had come from Bartlett, then the · end of the line.
Northfield, Minn., to engage in "rt cost $188.37, and traffic was so
~ business in Larimore, and then, at- heavy that it paid for itself in six
tracted by the possibilities of the weeks.
' country farther west, had engaged
* * *
with his partners, Henry A. NoltiTHREE YEARS LATER THE
, mier and Harry Jones, in locating first issue of The Sun contained
settlers in the country west of the this paragraph:
"inland sea," Devils Lake, which
"Not as a matter of news, blJ,t for
was yet untouched . by rltilroads.
historical 'data, ·we wish to state
. * *
that the coulee is bone dry and has.
TO REACH THE WESTERN been in that condition for weeks
territory Church and others who past."·
,
soon :followed him passed · around
The "climate was changing'' even
the south of Devils La~e because in those early. days, and it has
the way by the shorter northern changed back a n d forth several
route was blocked· by the Mau- times since.
·
vaise (bad) coulee, so called be..
*
*
cause of its treacherous mud botONE 'O F THE · ST I'R RI N .Q
· tom, which rendered it almost im- events . chronicled , in the first issue
· possibl~ to ford. It was .simpler to of The Sun was a dog fight. '. Toin
go aroupd the coulee than ·to cross Hillerman's .collie · being pitted ·
it.
,
against Hausmann' s for $20 a side.
* * .
The contest .,was held in a box car
THE SUN SAYS OF THE CON- at 1 A. M. and it - resulted in a .
ditions that existed then:
draw.
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DOWN IN NEW JERSEY THE
other day the soldiers were playing
at war games. There was a gas attack and ever so -many cubic met. ers of tear gas
were let loose.
The Reds, against
whom the attack
was launched by
the Blues, were
Ignominiously dispersed and compelled to take to
the woods and
high places. But
the only casualties were among
t h e non-combat. ants, which ls
often the case.
Some 200 inno,.
c e n t bystanders
who 11.,d · come too close to the
cene of bostillties were gassed
,and retired in haste from · the field
.coughing and sneezing.

~.~

......~..,-<_,_.c~_.,_.

body's mechanism removes the
germs faster than the organisms
can grow. And victories over these
enemies of human health are difficult to win in overheated rooms."

*

* *

A TRAVELER WHO HAS
spent years in the far north says
that colds are practically non-existant among the Eskimos except
when they come in contact with
whites. Therefore the natives have
built up no adequate resistince,
and when the germs are brought
to native settlements by white sailors the ensuing colds, which are
usually thrown off without much '
trouble by the sailors, are apt to
be fatal to the natives. At all Arctic
ports steps are now taken to make
sure, as far as possible, that the
crews of calling vessels are free
from colds before they are permitted to go ashore.
.
·*
*
!N AN ARTICLE ENTITLED
* * *
"Facts and Fallacies About Wild
ONCE I HAD AN OPPORTUNI- Life" in the Nation.al Humane Re. ty to be gassed, all in a friendly view W. J. Schoonmaker has the
and 1ociable way. Some sort of following paragraph:
· sham battle was about to be pull- "It does not rain toads. Toads
ed off, and gas was to be used in are born from eggs laid in water
the proceedings. With several oth- and the fact that swarms of small
· er guests I was invited. to partake, toads leave the water usually durjust to see how it felt. It was ex- ing a rain has led to the belief that
plained that there would be no toads come down with the rain."
dangerous after-effects from the
:, * *
.} gas, merely a headache which
THAT I_S PROBABLY THE
J might last for an hour or two. I true explanation of most of those
·~ declined, with ~umerous and pro- incidents in which toads and frogs
fuse thanks. as did the others, but appear in incredible numbers after
with great firmness. I know what a rain. It is, however, quite poss, a headache is, and whenever I can ible for toads, frogs and other
dodge one I do.
small creatures, to "rain" down.
*
Small objects are sometimes drawn
THIS BEING THE SEASON to incredible heights and carried
for catching colds, the New York g r e at distances by tornadoes,
Times discusses what can ·be done which at sea are called waterabout it as follows:
spouts. Fish have sometimes been
"The germs cannot all be kept deposited with rain many miles
away. The defenses must be with- from the near~st water, and occasin the individual. Experiments re- tonally there has been known a
ported to the American Chemical rain of salt water far inland. In
society have sought to .discover such cases the material deposited
whether susceptibility can be re- has been lifted by the force of the
duced. One hundred persons under- wind.
went the test of riding a stationary
* * =t
bicycle. Only three .reached the top MR. SCH O ON MAKE, R DIS. rating of ability (technically, to poses of a number of popular faluse 1,500 cubic centimete~s of oxy- lacies by saying that there is no
gen per minute for each square such thing as a hoop snake which
meter of their body surface). Then takes its tail in its mouth . and ·
the number of colds suffered by rolls; that beavers and muskrats
these hundred in the next seven do not regularly eat. fish; that a
months was reported. The results horsehair placed in water does not
showed that 64 per cent of those in turn into a snake; that mother
"good condition'' got through with snakes do not swallow their young
one cold or less, while 80 per cent to protect them; that the milk
of those with lower ratings had snake does not milk cows; .that
four or more colds. The result of snakes when in danger do not bite
these tests merely sugge~t the ad- or sting themselves to death; and
vice which is not new: Keep fit- that porcupines do not throw
for physical fitness means that the quills.
1

*

*

*

ALL THE AUTHORITIES ON. ·down deeper , into the crack and
trees agree that after a dry season it there found moisture and susten-is important- that the earth around ance. Such a growth means the ulyoung trees should be thoroughly timate disintegration of the rock,
drenched w i t h for the pressure of the roots forces
w at e r b e f o r e the opening wider and the widenwinter sets in, so ing process is hastened by frost,
that growth may and, perhaps after centuries, the
not be checked rock falls apart.
by th~ evapora* * *
.
tion which is in
SOMEWHERE IN INDIA IS AN
p·r ogress to some interesting ·statue of Buddha, of
degree all winter, heroic size, carved from a single
and which is es- great rock. Probably the sculptor
pecially rapid in expected it to endure forever. But
the spring. It is a seed took root in a crevice at
not easy by arti- the top of the rock and the tree
ficial means to which grew forces its roots down
supp I y 1 a r g e farther and farther. The tree is
trees with enough now a fine specimen, but the upper
water to do them part of the statue is a ruin. This
much good. .A has been used sometimes as a debarrel of water around the base monstration of the power of life
of a tree makes quite a puddle, over death.
but
it will moisten the earth for
* *
1
only a few feet close to the trees,
MAN Y YE A R S A G O SAM
and to no great depth, whereas Lloyd propounded the "How old
most species of trees draw th~ir is Ann?" puzzle, which easily bewater from a distance in every di- came the most popular of all the
rection about equal to their height puzzles of. its class. Millions have
and several feet deep. · To cover struggled with it, and then for a
such an area with water equal to time it has been forgotten, to be
one good rain is a task requiring revived and given another run. It
time, patience and money.
goes like this:
* *
Mary is 24 years old. Mary is
CITY TREES, ESPECIALLY IN twice as old as Ann was when.
paved districts·, have a compara- Mary was as old as Ann is· now.
tively dry time even in wet wea- How old is Ann?
ther.
Under forest conditions
* *
much of the rain lies where it falls
THE B EA UT Y O F TH A T
until it is absorbed by the soil. But puzzle lies 'in the confusion which
in the city lots are usually so grad- results from a statement which is
' ed as to prevent accumulations of as simple and concise as language
water, sidewalks and ·street pave- can make it. That old puzzle has
men ts cover large areas, and been imitated hundreds of times,
sewers carry away much of the usually with very poor effect bewater as fast · as it falls. Under cause the amended versions conthe circumstances it is rather sUr- tain so many primary and seconprising that city trees thrive as dary clauses. One published recentwell as they do.
ly is the best of the newer ones
*
that I have seen. Here it is:
ON THE OTHER HAND, NAMary is twice as old ~s Ann
ture has equipped trees to thrive was when Mary was as old as Ann
under exceedingly adverse condi- is now. When Ann is as old as -\
tions. Everyone who has traveled Mary is now their combined ages
, through mountainous districts is will be 63 years. How old ls each?
fam-iliar with the sight of large
*
trees growing out of the top of EACH OF THESE PROBLEMS
rocks so shaped that no water re- is perfectly straightforward and
mains on their surfaces and on can be worked by the simplest kind
which there is n_o visible soil. Yet ot arithmetic, provided one can
somewhere there has been a crack only .keep his mind on the essen- ·
in which drifting dust provided a til!,l facts. And each has qualities
bed for some chance seed. The which tempt the solver .into byseed sprouted and sent its roots paths which lead nowhere.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1

THE CORltESPONDENT WHO "And he ain't saying · a damn
·. wrote some ~eeks ago· about a thing."
shower of frogs may feel that · his
* *· *
reputation for veracity is fully ' 'es- ETHELBERT STEWART, A
tablished. W i t- former commissioner of labor stanesses have. come tistics, died in New York the other
forward to testi- day at the age of 79.. He was a
fy t h a t t h .e y member of the staff of the old
know of the same Bureau of Labor before that buincidents of sim- reau was expanded into .the labor
ii a r
character. department .and he serv~d in the
N o w Professor department in various capacities
E. D. Sch o e n- until he retired in 1932. His pubberger of the U. lished portrait would be accepted
N. D. tells of .a anywhere as an excellent portrait
similar pb.enom-' of Mark Twain. He had the same
enon which he clean-cut features the same shagwitnessed s o me gy eyebrows, same mop of white
y e a r s ago in hair and same flowing moustache.
South Dakota. In
* * *
that case, he says, SCIENTISTS HAVE CONCLUDDavlea
the ground was ed that the atmosphere is about 10
covered thick with tiny frogs or miles deeper in summer than in
toads, with ' a sprinkling of little winter because of expansion due to
lizards. This occurred after a heat. The atmosphere seems to
heavy rain, and the accepted ex- have been growing. As a small
planation was that the small chap I was taught that it was from
creatures had been drawn into the five to six miles deep, but the
air with water from a stream by scholars have been adding miles to
the force of a local storm of the it ever since. Balloonists have float- ·
tornado type..
ed in it to a height of 20 miles. The
, * * .· *
heavyside layer, which is said to :
THE TORNADO, OF COURSE, reflect radio impulses, is estimated .
ts· a gigantic whirlwind whose pres- to be some 60 miles aloft, and :
ence is usually marked by a heavy above that there seem to be tenustorm cloud above and a mass of ous gases 200 miles deep. And we
whirling· dust beneath, the two are living at the bottom of that
connected by a slender black col- vast ocean, like crabs · crawling
umn which marks the center of along on the bottom of a stream.
the vortex. The maximum velocity
'
in the center of such a storm has SCORES OF WILD GEESE
never been measured, but some were carried over Niagara Falls
·faint idea of it may be obtained the other night after a flock of
by noting the force displayed by a:bout 1,000 had settled down on 4
one of the familiar little :dust the upper river. In earlier years
whirls which are so common in Niagara was in the path · of one of
summer. Persons living near in- the annual migrations of geese on 1
land lakes are famlliar with the their southward flight. Every year
passage of those little whirls across thousands of the birds settled on
water, and with the actual lifting the river, and great numbers were
of ·q uantities of water . by t~eir carried over the falls~ They float
force. When the size of one of those alo~g in the smooth water of the
tiny whirls . is compared with that upper river until they find themof · a genuine tornado some stag- selves in the ·rapids from which
gering conclusions are reached as few are able to rise. Some of those
to the force of the latter.
carried over escape unhurt, buf
* * *
most are killed or badly mangled.
IN AN · EARLIER PAR A- In recent years for some reason
g;raph I used the word "veracity." most of thll tan flights have passMy first impulse was to write ed in the, .vicinity of Detroit.
'truth and veracity," , following the
* * *
familiar legal jargon. Why is it LEO KIERNAN, ONE OF THE
that in legal phrases they so often three newspaper correspondents
hitch together words that mean en route ·around the world, had · a
.the same thing? Of course, others wait of three hours in Hong Kong .
tha.n lawyers do it. A speaker in to take the boat for Manila. He
denouncing a political opponent used part of the time buying a pa.fr
who had .failed to· respond to de- of 'trousers to replace the pair he
mands that he express himself on wore which had been spoiled by
a certain issue shouted: "There he being stained with ink. While he
stands, dumb, silent and mute.'' was flying at 16,000 feet his founFrom the audience came a voice: tain pen - exploded.

* *

"*

THE SIX OR EIGHT PERSONS
who were able to see the Homecoming parade on Saturday say that
it was a good parade. The other
thousands w h o
wished to see it
were unable to
do so and are unable to form an
opi.nion as to its
q u a Ii t y. T h e y
could see, occasionally, the headdress of a drum
m a j o r and the
glittering of his
baton as he
whirled it aloft,
and once in a
while they were
able to see the
D I
av ea
top of a float, but
as to those portions of the parade
which were less~than six feet above
the street level, those things had
to be left to the imagination.

*

*

1

violations of the traffic regulations. It was s~ted that .la.at May: produced in a season by mature
when the enforcement of the i,ark~ individuals. They collect around t
ing regulations was undertaken ae- shallow stagnant ponds in great
riously, 146 fines had been impos
numbers, to deposit their eggs. t
for illegal parking, aJ.4 that ln The tadpoles spend six to eight
September thete had Wen only 10 :weeks, depending on temperature
persons fined for this offense, A.p- and food, in the pond; then absorb
, parently there had been better ob- their tails, produce legs, change
servance of the 60-minute parking from water to air breathing, and
regulation. Actually there has been leave the pond, not to return until
nothing of the kind.
probably four years old.

* *

*
THE DIFFERENCE
BEtween the number of fines in
spring and fall ls due to the fact
that the ordinance is not being-enforced. C_a rs are parked' 'tor hours
on the busiest streets of the city,
. and nothing is done about it. Cars
are parked in alleys, and nobody
seems to care. The fines that have
been collected have helped the city
treasury to the extent of a few
hundred dollars, but their imposition has resulted in no improvement in the parking situation.

* *

* CONDI"UNDER FAVORABLE
tions, there may be literally millions of these tiny hoppers leaving
their hatching place. While young,
they are sensitive to heat, and
possibly wary of crows and other
enemies, so they may remain hidden under leaves and trash while
it is hot, but let a vigorous shower
fall, and they will hop out in such
numbers
to warrant the belief
held by some that they rain down.

as

* * *

"THE BELIEF THAT TOADS
can be burled and remain · alive for
great periods of time, seems to be
as erroneous as, that they rain
down, · for in trials ca.refully made,
they did not live longer . than a
couple of years. The fact that individual toads have 1tayed in a
garden for eight years, indicates
that they may live to considerable
age. They have a reniarkable
"homing" instinct, and stay long
in one locality lf food is available.

.
* * *
THE REASON WHY MORE
I . FEAR THAT IF I KEEP ON
people were not able to see the
writing on this subject I shall say
parade is that the st~eets along the
something impolite, therefore I
line of march were hned from end ' shall turn to the subject of toads,
to end and on both sides of tbe
street with parked cars which were concerning which I have the folranked as closed as they could lowing letter from J. G. Haney:
stand, which had stood there dur* * IN THE
ing the greater part of U~e fore"RECENT*MENTION
noon and which remained m posi- "That Reminds Me" column, has
tion until their owners found it made readers conscious of the toad.
convenient to remove them after The stories of appearance of "mil* FEEDS
* ON \lovthe parade was over.
~HE TOA:Q
lions" of toads after heavy rainsing
insects;
they
will
not attempt
even when it does not rain* OF THIS and
IN CONSEQUENCE
to eat anything that is not nioving,
can hardly be attributed to waterpersons standing on the sidewalks spouts or dust-storms, when the
Their tongue is reversed, fastened
could not see the parade at all, and life habits of the toad is underat front, and can be extended nearwhen the crowds squeezed in be- stood.
ly the length of the body, and so
Jpeen the parked cars and took po- \
quickly that your eye can hardly
*
*
*
lltions on the open street there was
detect it. 'the end of the tongue
"MANY HAVE SEEN PLACES,
left scarcely room for the parade usually near some field ponds,
has a glutenous coating that adto pass. Those who were not in the where the road has been literally
heres to any i~ect it may be snap.
front line could see nothing at all, blackened by live, and crushed
ped against, and if. the food caught
and those in the front line could small toads. I have also seen roads
by the tongue is too big to be eassee only what was immediately be- practically covered with "ground
ily pulled into the mouth, the toad
fore them. Of perspective, which is puppies" and turtles. These repuses both forefeet to crowd the
one of the essential features of a tiles were moving from ponds or
food down its throat, for he is a
parade, .t here was . nothing at all. lakes to other areas, for some rea,.
big eater, filling his stomach four
to six times a day if enough food
son probably only known to ·them.
*
*
*
ONE OF THE PURPOSES OF
· can be found.
*
& parade is to provide a pleasing
"FARMERS BULLETIN
NO.
* IS ABSOLUTELY
spectacle which people can see. Its 196, "Usefulness of the American
"THE TOAD
effect is lost if the street i,s so clut- Toad," gives what is probably as
harmless, does not have a poisontered up with obstacles that it can- reliable information as is availous breath, nor 'does it have a jewnot be seen. Yet this is what oc- able. The author concedes the toad
el in its head, to mention only two
curred on Saturday, and what has one of the most useful and harmof the ancient ludicrous notions.
occurred time after tiJp.e in Grand less of animals-living on insects
The toad is the friend of every
Forks in spite of ·a u the · protests that are generally harmful to man,
gardener, and should be respected.''
.that have been made. Either we His life history is very interesting.
1
should quit having parades or the They do not bestir
themselves unpolice department, which has com- til warm weather comes, Having
plete authority and sole responsi- lain dormant, frozen solid all wintbility in the matter, should see to er, when they awaken, if four
It that the street.ii are kept clear of years oid or over, their first movecars during the time of the parade. ment is toward the breeding
Failure to do this is simply ·gross grounds, where they, as Gibson
negligence,
says, "thrill their sweet sounds of
nature".
WHILE I .Al4 ON THE SUB- ...
ject of parked cars, I may make
"NATURE* HAS PROVIDED
another observation. A short time for the toad's lack of defense, or
&JO there was published in The
self preservation, by enabling
Herald . a news story giving the them to multiply in great numbers
number of fines imposed for minor -from two to 11 thousand eggs are I

*

*

* *

*

*

* *

*

* *

* *

.
TO F I G U R E ~ for that purpose. The presumption
compiled by the department of ag_- was that they wanted to listen.
riculture 20 million 'turkeys will b~ Once during a campaign, perhaps,
.· .
.
.
. the average person had an oppormarketed m th~ Umted States th\s tunity to hear about two speeches,
. . :-:-~::
year.. That num- one on each side, delivered by real
:-:~1l~J:J:\::{11t:~t·\
ber includes, of stem-wi.n ding orators, by going to
(~(~\~:):\:~\:tf\~:):f course, the 4,000 the nearest county seat if he hap~........ :-:,..........:···
. ;
.
··:·mJf ??:=:f w h.1 c h will
be pened to hve elsewhere. The rest
· · :·:·:~::::::::::::::: ·marketed fr om of the time would be occupied in
•'
0 n e
f arm in part by minor orators who were
Gr an d F o r k s trying their wings, and to whom,
c o u n t y. T h i s as a rule, nobody paid much attenyear's i~ the larg- tion. Now, not only is .Political orest turkey crop atory available at any moment,
on record, com- but it is impossible to escape it.
paring with 15,- Turn the dial at any time during
000,000 raised last normal waking hours and there
year and · nearly comes forth the voice of some emi19,000,000 in 1932 nent speaker, praising, denouncing,
and_ 1933. While pleading, urging, in tones .ranging
. the number of from the dulcet tenor to the basso
birds raised this year is greater profundo, and amid the welter . of.
than usual, it is said that those words and reverberation o:t soun·d
from several of the important' it has become :next to impossible
turkey-producing sections will be to find one's favorite soap, coffee ·
much smaller and lighter than us- or corn mush program.
ual because . of shortage of feed due
to drouth. Twenty million turkeys · WHAT BECOMES OF ALL
distributed among 130,000,000 in- these speech'e s ?· Well, a lot of t~~m
habitants makes only an average just evaporate, like .dew on a. sumof one t:urkey. to each 61h persons, mer morning. But the. rest are filclearly not quite enough to pro:.vide ed for reference, just in case. ·Two
one bird for each family. However, years, or four years, or 20 years
there are several f'amilies in which hence, they will be d.ug out of the
turkey is not eaten. · ·
files and dusted off, and from them
*
orators ·of those later days Will .
AL SMITH QUOTED PRES!- q11:o~e passages to prove that the
dent Lincoln as saying that if we or1gmal speakers hade made. _state~
buy steel rails abroad, we have the ments and uttered . ~enbments
rails and the other fellow has the squarely opposed to those found
money but if we make the rails convenient in the later campaign. ,
at hor::ie we have both the money Making speeches is .a dangerous
and the rails. A captious critic in- performance for anyone who . exslsts that Lincoln could not have ·p ects later to be a candidat~ , for
made that · statement because in office . . It is as dangerous as writhis time steel rails had not been ing letters, · concerning which one
manufactured. They were of plain philosopher · said "Never write a .
iron. ·
letter· and never bur11: one."

* * .* .

* *

.

* * *

·ANOTHER SPEAKER SAID OF
a. Can d 1.da t e w h om h e support s tha t
. t
he h a d ,,appr0 ach e d the su b Jee
from a broad standpoint." Again
.
·t· .
t t
.
the ~ap t 1ous cr1 1c 1s ap o 1nqmre
·t
·
pos
"bl
f
.
t
t
b
how 1 1s
s1 e or a pom o e
broad when Euclid says that a
point has neither length, breadth
nor thickness
·

*

* *

ONE THING THAT RADIO
has done for the country is to let
loose upon it a deluge (or an avalanche, or a barrage) of campaign oratory. There was a time
when those who wished to hear political speeches went somewhere

.

*

*

*

~IX INCHES OF . SNOW F~!-'L

1fi the San Bernardino mountains

. sou t hern c ahforma
·
· last week,
m
d
.
.
an. at E~cond1do 4.77 mches of
ram fell m 14 hours. The long·
h
.
range weat er forecasters who said
th t h
t
·
·
a t e d~ou ~ was over· can point
to th~ Cahforma downfall as proof
that they knew what they were
talking about. And those who said
that the drouth would continue can
point to the long succession of
rainless days in the northwest as
evidence of the correctness of their
predictions. Incidentally, we have
a new moon, which ought to do
something to the weather, whatever tt may be.

j

THE NAME OF PEER STROM- and novels and translated several
~e is known to many thousands works from the Norwegian. His
. of Americans of Norwegian origin, translations of Laache's "Book of
for during his long service as Family Prayer" and Johnsen's
journalist a n d "Paul o,t Tarsus'' are well known.
author his work
*
in the Norse IanSTROMME WAS BORN
guage was read Winchester, Winnebago county,
all over the con- Wisconsin, an~ was a graduate of
tinent. And, al- Luth~r college, Decorah, Iowa, and
though Stromme Concordia Theological seminary,
was of American St. Louis. He was ordained in to the
birth, one of his ministry in 1879 and served as
books, written in pastor in North :Elakota, Minnesota r
this country, be- and Wisconsin until 1887 when he
came a best sell- devoted himself to journalistic and
er in _Norway. literary work. He .made two jourTh.at book, ''How p.eys around the world, in 1906 and
Halvor Became a 1914 and wrote and lectured on his
Minister," has re- experiences.
·
Davies
cently been trans* *· *
lated into EngON THE EARLIER OF THOSE .
Iish by Inga Bredesen Norstog and journeys he visited Palestine and :
is now on sale. It is a description spent Christmas eve at Bethlehem.
of .Pioneer days and of the begin- His description of that· experience
nings of Luther college, and it is was impressive, as was that · of .his
I described as a real ·c ontribution to visit to the Sea of Galilee, were he
1· the , cultural history of the Nor- watched fishermen washing their
f wegian group in America. I have nets in the
waters of that: sea,
not read the book, but Professor garb~d as their ancestors of two
Richard Beck, of the University of thousand years ago had been, and ·
; North Dakota, has made a partial following in all respects the cus'. promise to review it for The Her- toms of their forefathers ..
1 atd.
.,
*·
I
*
J. DEXTER PIERCE OF LARIOLDER GRAND FORKS RESI- more agrees with me that spilling
dents will remember Peer Strom- a barrel of water· around a tree in
me as editor of the Normanden the fall will not do it much good,
. when under the ownership of the and he quotes from an Agriculturlate P. 0. Thorson that paper was .al College bulletin recommending
one of the most widely read of all .the boring . of holes with ·a post ,
the Scandinavian language papers augur around the tree and at some t
in the country. I saw him often distance from it so that ·rain, dripand knew him as a man of culture . ping from the leaves, may be
and strong, independent character. caught and directed to the · feed·
His newspaper work here brought roots of the tree.
'
him into contact with state poli* * ·*
tics, a subject which he found enOF COU:B,SE THAT PLAN ,
tirely too complicated f'.or a.man of would · be equally e ff e C' ti v e ·
-his forthright character. The ma- when the trees are watered by ar, chinations of political leaders, the tificial means, as they must be
factional struggles and the conflict- when it doesn't rain - and it
- ing ambitions which he encounter- doesn't. The plan is . pro_b.ably :
, ed left him puzzled and impatient. tended· for use where the boring_.of
On one occasion he sat in on ~ lo- holes will not disfigure lawns., °A
cal political conference and after device which I have often . used
·. listening for an hour to the dis- for sub-irrigation consists of a seccussion of plans for the reconcil- tion of water pipe about three feet
ing of differences which he did not long, fitted with a hose coupling.
: understand, he said. that as .. he Attached to a. garden hose that
could not make head or tail of will work its own way into the -~·oil
, what was going on he would ask to its full length when the water is
to be excused, and away he went. turned on, and it is astonishing to
* * *
note the quantity of water that can
IN ADDITION TO HIS NEWS- be poured through before any appaper work Stromme wrote poetry pears on the surface.

* *

1

I'
'·
I

* *

* *

.in;

STORY TOLD BY A BRITISH A~d this is true, · as .everyo.n e
knows.
Columbia man of being protected ·
* * * .·
from coyotes by·, a bear is likely
SOME ARMY MAN HAS SAID
to subject· the narrator to the that he expects when he reaches
charge of nature heaven to find the streets guarded
faking. But: be · by Marines. Ask a sailor about
that as it may, that and he is likely . tq! tell you
the story is a that if he ·finds marines · on guard
good one. ·Arthur beyond · the - pearly. gfl,tes . he will
Gammon, a pros- ask for a transfer. . There are
pector, now in a things that· may be endured for a
hospital with a time, but not througb eternity.
broken leg, says
that the leg was
FAR BE IT FROM ME TO
broken wl!en he participate in any controversy over
felled a pine tree. football, for my ignorance . of the
He made a splint game is profound. ·a nd ,. abyss.ma!
for the leg and But when a football coach atternpts .
began dragging to cover up the def ea,t of bis team
himself t o w a rd by seeking or accepting .newspaper .
his cabin. On the publicity for loose charges of · unsixth day there- fairness against officials, I'm agin
Davies
a f t e· r h e w a s him on general pr_inciples. ·. The
overtaken by a heavy fall of snow charges made by the St. Louis
and sought shelter in the cave of coach i_n the · Fargo . Forum are
.
·
·
childish. If the man had a · real
a yearbng black bear. There he grievance he could have sought
remained for several days, semi- adjustment .' in . the regular way~
conscious, with the bear offering Failing that, he could · shut up.
no objection. He resumed his Sportsmen play their games on the
crawling, with the bear following. field, not in the newspapers.
On the tenth night after the acci*
dent he lapsed into a stupor, but
THE MAJESTIC FALLS OF ,
was conscious of being surrounded ~'the rushing Taquamenaw,'' known .
by a ring of coyotes which were' to every schoolboy who has read
kept from molesting him by the "Hiawath.a ," will be , p-reserved for
bear which remained on guard~' He future generations~ .
was found by another prospector ,
*
and taken to the hospital. That's
THE ' RIVER, 'LISTED . BY MOhis story. Take it or leave it!
·dern cartographers e.s the Tahqu* * *
amenon~ '-flows through Chippewa
RE S UR R E C T ION OF THE and Luce counties in Michigan's
"How old is Ann?" proble·m the rugged · upper peninsula and . breaks
· other day has reminded two of my with a thunderous roar · ~ver two
friends of verbal ·puzzles which mighty · sandstone ledg.e s . si~ty I
may prove interesting to others. miles northwest of St. Ig,n ace. ·
Both are exercises in punctuation
* * * :
and both, when read as properly
MICHIGAN LONG ·WAS ANX;tpuntuated are accurate and gram- ous to include the falls in its- sys- 1
matical statements of fact. The tem of parks because of their na- 1
·first, unpuiictuated, reads:
tural beauty and legendary back·
· * * *
· ground, but funds for the purchase 1
. THAT THAT IS IS THAT THAT were not available~ The .. difficulty
is not is not but that that is not was met through Feder~l purchase j
is not that that is nor is that that of the region and its. exchange to
is thaf that is· not.
the State for certain lands needed
* * *
to round out national, fores( pte-_
THE SECOND, WHICH I ser.ves.
.
:.
1 think I used in this column, . is in
More
than
10,000
·
p
ersons
,visited
1
· ·verse form, and as incorrectly pun- the falls last summer and addictuated reads:
tional thousands are · expected
Every lady in this land
,when the Michigan Conservation
Has twenty nails upon each hand; Department completes its develFive and twenty fingers and toes, opment program.
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* *
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ONE READS ALL KINDS OF

ONE OF THE THINGS WHICH

statements concerning the size of may cause wonderment, if it comes
II hailstones.
Somewhere I have read to pass, is the provision proposed
of hailstones :weighing several by a committee of the League of
pounds falling in Nations for the preservation. of
I
India. Hail. as works of art in time of war. The
large as baseballs
is not unusual,
a n d stones of
that s i z e have
fallen in Grand
Forks. Accurate
and dependable
records of hailstones of unusual
size are difficult
to obtain, however, because such
stones may fall
in out-of-the-way
places and may
· Davies
melt before being
subjected to scientific measurement. According t,o Science Service the biggest hailstone that has
ever fallen in the United States
and been captured in time for scientific examination was a stone 17
inches in circumference that fell in
a storm in Nebraska in 1928. Very
large hailstones are usually composi te masses made up of many
smaller stones frozen together.

committee recommends that inas- ·
much . as every nation has in its
possession works of art, incalculably precious and absolutely irreplacable, there be prepared bomb-proof
shelters in which such treasures
may be stored during hostilities so
that they may not be destroyed in
air raids or other military operations.

* *

*

THE DISTANT INHABITANT
of the sphere, learning of · such precautions, may wonder if the world's
inhabitants during the twentieth
century considered paintings and
sculpture more precious than human lives. He may wonder, moreover, why such elaborate precautions were taken for the preservation of precious things when the
people could have achieved complete sec~rity by the inexpensive
process of abstaining from the
practice of killing each other and
destroying each other's possessions.
On the whole, wouldn't it be just as
well not to call the attention of
AN EFFORT IS BEING MADE our remote descendants too minto interest scientists in a plan f9r utely to the things that we are dothe preservation of records of the ing just now?
present civilization for the inspec* * *
tion of those who live on the planet . THE WORLD'S LARGE ST
some thousands of years hence. It tel~scope mirror, nearly 17 feet in
is said that in thousands of years diameter and four feet thick, is beevery structure now existing, if ing slowly ground into shape at
not otherwise destroyed, will have Pasadena, California. When finishbeen reduced to piles of crumbling ed the big sheet of glass will have
masonry and corroded metal. It is a polished surface with a convexity
proposed, therefore, to prepare of four inches, true to one-millionth
replicas · of representative struc- of an inch. This work will require
tures and appliances and to have many months, as it must' be susthem deposited in hermetically pended at brief intervals in order
sealed containers, together with to avoid raising the temperature
phonograph records of human ·voi-- of the glass beyond the point of
ces giving explanations of our safety.
·
modern life, these to be placed in
*
*
sealed chambers to be opened at a
THEY HAVE BEEN TAKING
designated time, say, 6,000 years straw votes at Yale and Harvard~'
hence.
Roosevelt got .o nly 27 per cent of
*
the . Yale vote, and 45 per cent at
IF T IS IS DONE THE PEO- Harvard. Lest hasty conclusions be
pl of that distant . period will un- drawn from those votes it is point' doubtedly oe amazed that practices ed out that Norman Thomas, ,·Soas stupid as .some of ours could cialist, got 89 vote~ at Yale · to 70
have existed among a people who at Harvard. Browder, Communist,
had exhibited in other respects a got 32 votes at Yale and 35 at Harreally creditable degree of in tel- vard. Now figure out the result of
Ugence.
the November election from that. ,

* * *

*

* *

RADIO another important function .is perbecame an accomplished fact it formed by ·a relatively new agency,
was predicted by some enthusiasts the motion picture. But notwiththat the new agency would speed- standing the excellence of many of
ily put an· end. to the screeri at;ld ae~ial reproductions,
public gatherings people still · crowd auditoriums
at which speeche$ where symphonies are played· and
are made. The opera. is presented, ·and still give
political speaker, evidence of a desire to enjoy their
the lecturer or drama given by living, three-dimthe teacher, in- ensional people.
stead of appear*
*
ing ,in person be- RADIO CAN ALSO BE MADE 1
fore those whom to play an important· part in eduhe wished to ad- cation but the loud speaker has not
dress, would sit yet become as effective in this field
at ease in the as the flesh-and-blood teacher who
comfort of his stands face to face with · the chiloffice or study dren in the classroom. Tllere ls a
and .fill the air hum'-n element in ·all these fields
w 1 t i,. eloquence for which no mechanical substitute
or I n II tr uctlon has yet been found adequate.
which could be assimilated by m~l* * *
lions who, in turn, would be . re- .A FRIEND DROPPED INTO
lieved of the task. of leaving their the office just before noon on Fricomfortable ·homes and crowding day to report that he had found a
public halls
order to hear him.
place to park his car. He was quite
* * *
pleased with hi11 success. He had
RADIO HAS NOW REACHED driven 1ome distance in 1earch of
a ~tage of cqmdderable efficiency, an available spot, and at length
and by means of it the speaker in had found a vacancy on DeMers
any part2 of this country of ours avenue right next to four cars that
~ can be neard quite distinctly in, had stood there presumably all
any other part. To that extent dis- night, and certainly since before
tance has been annihilated, .and all daylight. How did he know? He
the conditions which should make applied the deductive method · of
radio a. substitute for personal ap- Sherlock Holmes. It had been
pearance have come to pass. But snowing since early morning. All
speakers still travel from place to around the cars the pavement was
place to make speeches and others covered thick . with pure, untrodstill assemble in vast ctowds to den snow on which there was not a
hear them.
wheel-mark, while under each car
*
the pavement was bare. This, my
IN THE NATURE OF THINGS dear Watson, demonstrates that
· there was no reason why .G overnor the cars had been there ever since
Landon could not have delivered the snow began to .fall.
·
his message to-the voters of Maine
from his office in Topeka, · or why
PERU H'AD A PRESIDENTIAL
Mr. Roosevelt's voice could not tlection the other day and now ~
hav~ reache<:1,: the voters of Chicago they are trying to find out who, if 1
if he ,had spoken to them from the anyone, was elected. There are 458
White House. But the . candidates polling 'places in · the province of
Jiave thought it · 's till. worth while Lima .and it le ·said that at the
lo · make uncomfortable journeys pres~nt · rate of going it will take l
· across ·the continent in order that f8 days to complete the , count in r
the.y might appear in person be- that ·province. · In other Provinces
fore as many as ·· possible of those the count is proceeding at a. like
whom they addressed, and wher- leisurely rate. The government has
ever the ,candidates have gone peo- been asked to take steps to speed
ple by the hundred thousand. ~ave .lp the count. From the count thus
t~rned out to see· ae well as hear l.a r it is believed _that no candidate
, them. Radio has not yet become a - will have one-third .. of the total
substitute for personal appearance. vote,. the. min.i mum· required for \
·.
* * 1. *
election, · in which case the presi- ;
~ OTHER FI~LDS AS WELL dent will be chosen by congress.
as in that of political oratory ra- is not stated whether or not there
dio plays _an imp~rtant part, and is a Lemke party in Peru.
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0. 0. M'INTYRE'S PAR A-1 took another and another until he
graph' about' the hospital patient had consumed a whole pie. Then
whose doctor deparJd from estab.-1 the thought ca~e to him with a
lished custom and permitted him shock that he had certainly finishto eat lettuce sal- ~d himself, but anyway, he had had
ad reminded me a good . feed. He returned to the
of a Civil War hospital to die, : as he supposed, but
story told by an he, too, recovered and lived to a
old acquaintance grand old age.
n a m e d Lough- .
* * *
ridge - I have
A POLITICAL SPEAKER THE j
forgotten his other day accused ·somebody else of
first name - who "standing .s upine." That is a feat ,
lived at Warren, which no acrobat has yet perform- ,
Minn., many years ed. One cannot stand lying flat on
ago. ·Serving as a his back.
private in the
* * *
60's, said LoughTHIS FINE PARAGRAPH IN .
r i d g e, he was appreciation of the ancient Hebrew
ta k en ill and prophets and writers is from an
sent to the hos- essay by· John Livingston Lowes:
Davies
pital. He· grew
"The large and simple and perworse until his condition was manent objects and elements of
'a ccepted as hopeless by himself life- the et.ernal hills, the treasures
and everyone· else. Feeling sure of the snow, rain coming down upthat he was a goner he reconciled on mown grass, winds and all
· himself to his fate. For some time weathers, the rock in the desert,
he had craved apples, which had still waters
the pasture lands
been denied him as they were sure and the sea that roars and is
to kill him. Conscious of approach- troubled, sleep and fleetingness of
ing death he· still craved apples dreams-all the perennial, elemen-and insisted on having them. On tal processes of nature, all the
the plea -that he was about to die changing yet abidiug ' physiognomy
I. anyway'·,a nd might -as well die hap- of earth and sky were charged to
py, he prevailed on a guard to their brooding eye with spiritual
smuggle . in som~ - apples. Having significance, and woven , into the
yielded, the guard thought ,he very texture of ,their speech."
m:ight as well make _a good job of
* ,* *
-it, and he brought in 15 fine large
HAVING ACHIEVED SELFjuicy apples ., which he thought government the 'Philippines find it
would last the patient as long as necessary to deal with revolution..:
he lived.
ary plots against the new insular
* * *
government, which is · only a year
LEFT . TO HIMSELF LOUGH- old.
ridge · ate an apple - and felt some* ·
what better. He ate another and
WITH THEIR CO UN TRY
found the improvement still more rent from one end to · the other by
marked. He ,kept o;n ·eating until civil war and the national capital
he had devoured the whole 15, and about to be captured or destroyed
then waited calmly for death. · But by -revolutionists. Spaniards at Valinstead ot dying he . recovered, to ._lodolid , took time out to enjoy a
fight more battles .and eat many bullfight. Twenty thousand specta:..
more apples, and to live to a good tors applauded the killing of six
ol~ age.
bulls~ the butchering being done
* *· *
in the . traditional manner, with
ANOTHER OLD SOLpIER OF wavfog of flags and sounding of
my acquaintance told of his crav- trumpets, to· the goring· of horses
ing for food while convalescing in and the administration of the
an army hospital. 'H~ was · able to death ·stroke by the toreador.
be up and around, but. was· still
* * *
kept on a restricted diet. At length · IN .BRITISH POLITICS IT , IS
the _craving for a square meal be- not unusual to see father and son
came irresi~tible. Watching his on opposite sides of th~ political
chance he · slipped out without at- fence. This is less usual in the
tracting the attention of the guard, United States, but Margaret I. La~
· ducked around the first corner and mont, daughter-in-law of- ,Thomas
entered a restaurant where he re- W. Latnont, of J. P. Morgan &
galed hi~self on a lot of food that is a member of the New- York City
· he was not rsupposed to have. For exe·c utive committee of the Socialdessert ·he ordered a slice of mince ist party of · which Norman W.
p~e, and it taste'd so good that he Thomas is head.

in

* *

Co.,

AT AN AUCTION SALE OF so vigorously that they pumped
goods seized by customs authori- the town mains dry and left no
water to put out a real :fire if one
ties in New York there were bids
should occur.
odd articles, but
none on the cases
HOW DOES ONE MISTREAT
of champagne of- a 60-foot motor yacht? asks the
fered for sale. New York Times. The owner of
May the officials such a boat, after building it himnow d o n a t e the self and sailing her for 30 years,
champagne to the sank her in Long Island Sound
poor, or m \!st rather than sell her to a stranger
they drink it who might mistreat her. Presumthemselves?
ably she might have fallen into
*
the hands of a commercially mindIT MAY BE ed person who would use her to
that in the fu- carry coal, sand, or some other
ture, in1tead of grimy commodity. This has fre- 1
going out to the quently been known to happen to
garden to gather elegant ships in the course of
a supply of vege- time..
tables for dinner,
* * *
Davies
the housewife
BUT WHAT OF IT? IF A FORwill gather her supply of onions, mer yacht goes on through the
potatoes and cabbage from a years rendering humble service, it
chemical tank in the basement or is only a tribute to the stanch
attic. That, at least, is the pros- workmanship and material that
pect envisioned by Arthur C. Pills- went into her making. In the old
bury, a Los Angeles scientist. Mr. Pinero play, "Trelawny of the
Pillsbury, also a naturalist, invent- 'Wells,'" a former stage queen
or, explorer, author and lecturer, who played Lady Macbeth, Cordelia
said that soil-less tank experiments and Ophelia is offered the job of
had indicated a tenfold increase. wardrobe mistress. She accepts it
in vegetable production.
and declares she would accept a
job to wash floors; but she would
ALTHOUGH THE IDEA IS wash floors "legitimately."
not new, recent experiments have
*
led scientists to believe that vegeTHE LITTLE
FELLOW IN
tables can be grown commercially business has not been wiped out
in shallow tanks, partly fllled with by all the economic confusion that
water, in which all the necessary has marked these recent years.
soil elements have been mixed,'' he One type of him has been enumerasserted.
ated by the Census Bureau, which
*
announces the 1935 figures for the
"IN ONE INSTANCE, SHAL- service trades. Barbers, shoe relow-tank grown potatoes produced pairers, bootblacks and beauty par2,000 to 3,000 bushels to the acre, as lors are service units. There were
compared with a United States av- more than 570,000 of them emerage of 104 bushels.
ploying nearly 1,200,000 persons,
"The size of flowers grown under counting proprietors. It works out
this process were doubled and, at one boss and one helper per esfurthermore, produced at any time tabllshment-quite a humble unit,
of the year, as were the vegetables. one must admit.
"In an effort to raise winter tomatoes, we pianted them in the
BUT AS THE POET GRAY
tanks in December and harvested praised the village Hampden who,
them in March.
with undaunted breast, stood up
*
for liberty, so in these service
"NASTURTIUMS GREW IN trades of ours, with their mlllions
the tanks so fast that they fell of small shops and workers in the
down, unable to bear their own total, is one defense of our demoweight, while almost all other flow- cratic liberties against the onward
ers and vegetables had to be artl- sweep of the corporations and the
ficially supported. Tomato plants chains. It will be noted that these
grew 25 feet high and 40 feet wide." are not retail stores. Only estab- 1
*
Iishments in which more than 50
MR. PILLSBURY IS NOTED per cent of the income derives
for his pictures of growing plants from service and not from mertaken with a "lapsed time'' camera, chandlse are Included.
which operates like a motion pie*
*
ture camera but takes pictures at
THE BARBER SHOPS IN 1935
set intervals.
were more than 12l>,000, an increase
Pictures which required more of less than 10 per cent over 1933,
than three months to take can be but an increase. The 61,000 shoe
shown In about three seconds on repair shops and shine parlors
the screen, he said.
were about 5 per cent more than
in two years earlier. But the 61,TWO VO L UN TEE R FIRE 000 beauty parlors were nearly 20,companles at Woodbury, Connec- 000 more, or an increase of 50 per
ticut, conducted their fire drills cent.

* * *
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RADIO IS A HABIT,- FORM- next, but I didn't want to miss
ing drug, and all such drtigs are I might be reading a book, or
dangerous. It is true that there are grea5 ing the car, or driving nails
into something. It made no differ.:
persons wJ::io seem to be able to re- ence. At 10 o'clock everything had
sist the habit- to be dropped to listen to Amos
·f orming · proper.: 'n Andy. The thing became an obties · of alcohol. session. With_ great difficulty I
!heir . ab,i lity to shook myself free, and now, when
take it or leave I am doing something that I want
it alone'' .is ~sual- to do I keep right on doing it, and
ly ascribed to Amos 'n Andy may go .· hang.
strength of char* * *
acter. It may .be
THAT WAS A NARROW ESthat, or it may cape, and I have had some others.
be the sluggish- Now I am on my guard. Occasionness of ·their ner- ally I stumble upon bits of continvous reactions. I uous programs which seem indon't know abo~t. structive or entertaining, but whenthat. But their ever . I hear the chains of :ha.bit
numbe~ is small. clank r turn the dial, even though
Davies
As a rule those I bump into some other soap or
who take it regu- beauty program that isn't half so
it difficult to leave it good. I love those lines of · Henley's:
* * *
· I am the master of my fate;
SO IT IS WITH RADIO. LIKE
I am the captain of my soul. ·
the drinker, the ~adio listener, may
And I can't. be it if I am tied to ·
· indulge occasionally wit\lout great a radio program. that comes
at
danger, provided he avoid the se- just such a minute. If I want to do
ductive . influence of regularity. A something else at that minute I
symphony program tonight, a bit in.tend to keep on doing it.
of tomfoolery tomorrow, or even
*
*
an occasional dose of jazz, , may
WE MODERN PEOPLE DO
have no te·n dency to cast his life our caulculating' by tens. We use
.into a. rigid pattern-although as a decimal system which our anto jazz,. much the same effect can cestors borrowed from the _Arabbe produced by kicking the wash- hms,-who, in turn, are. said to have
boiler around the · basement floor. obtained it from the Hindus. Why
'But all o~ those things are com- is ten used as the base of our syspa.ratively innocuous.
tern? The generally accepted the.
* * *
ory ls that the custom was derived
IT IS IN CONTINUITY THAT from the ancient practice of countthe danger lies. The Arabian po- ing on the ten fingers, an explana~
tentate ,was beguiled from his fix- tion which s e e m s reasonable
ed purpose of marrying · and be- enough.
heading innumerable wives in rap* *
id succession by the continuity of
BUT ACCORDING TO SYLVANa program ·· to which he had us Griswold · Morley, whose article
thoughtlessly begun to listen. "Con- on "Yucatan, Home of the Gifted
tinued in our next'' reduced him .to Maya,'' all the essential principles
the mere plaything of a designing of our arithmetic, including num~
story-teller when he might have eration by position · and the use of
achieved a place in history as the a symbol to represent zero, had
man who would not be .diverted been devised by the ancient Maya
from his purpose, no matter how 2,000 years ago,. and at least five
many wives it cost him.
centuries ' before the Hindus had
·
* * *
developed those fundamentals. We
YEARS AGO I . PERMITTED use the .decimal system, increasing
myself to contract the Amos-'n- by tens from right' to left. The anAndy habit. At .first it was a cient Maya system was vigesimal,
pleasant habit, for I ·enjoyed the increasing · l?Y twenties ·from bot-.
drollery and the philosophy of the tom to top. But .the main principle
.t wo colored boys and -their com- is identical. Presumably the Maya
panions. But soon I found that I ~yst~m is based , on the twenty
had bound myself with chains. I fingers and toes instead of on the
didn't care ·. much . what happep.ed ten fingers.

on ·
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THE STATEMENT THAT AS
Maine goes, so goes the nation is
made and denied with equal fervor.
Every four years there is a scrap
over that. But
leaving Maine
out of the question, we have another contender
for barometrical
honors. It is now
being said that
as Mary 1 an d
goes, so goes the
nation, and those
who hold that
opinion point to
a long succession
of years in which
Maryland
and
the nation have
Davle1
together
gone
Republican or Democratic,

half will be right. Even a alight
margin will suffice. And the prophet can remind the friends to
whom the right gueHes have been
made that he told them so. I can
think of no easier or more certain
way of building a reputation as a
weather prophet.

* * *

THE ENGLISH JUDGE WHO
heard the testimony in the Simpson divorce case and issued the decree seems not to have appreciated
highly the honor that was thrust
upon him.

*

*

*

MR. AND MRS. MARTIN
Johnson, famed for their visits to
tropical jungles in search of interesting specimens of animal life,
landed in New York the other day
after spending a year in the jungles of Borneo, making their home
* * *
during that time on a raft on inTHE TROUBLE WITH USING land waterways among natives and
Maryland as an index of public wild beasts in one of the hottest
opinion is that its election comes climates in the world.
too late to be of any use. The
* *
voter who is looking for the bandMR. JOHNSON WAS RATHER
wagon gets no assistance from appalled at the size of his bill for
Maryland, for by the time the tips, which amounted to $400, but
Maryland vote is counted the main the character of the cargo which
wagon has passed. In that respect they brought along called for conMaine occupies a unique and envi- siderable tipping. Among other
able position. What we want of a things they brought 150,000 feet of
weather prophe1 is for him to tell motion picture film, a 300-pound
us what the weather is going to orang-utan-the largest ever capbe, not what it is.
tured, and a large assortment of
* * *
other rareties.
SPEAKING OF WEATHER
* * *
prophets, it ought to be easy for
"WE SAW P E RF E C TL Y
anyone to acquire a reputation for amazing things," Mr. Johnson said.
infallibility in that field, It is "We saw a tree-climbing fish, flyquite certain that no two writers Ing snakes that flatten out their
are exactly alike. Ea.ch ts bound to bodies and dive from trees and
be at least a little milder or a curve up their necks so that they
little colder than the average. Now land and skid to a stop, always
let the aspiring prophet tell a se- falling over right near some bush.
lected number of his friends that
"The snakes grow to seven or
the coming winter is to be a eight feet, and the way they dive
"mild" one, He may ascribe it to from a tree is one of the most inthe spots on the sun, the beha- teresting things I have ever seen
vior of the moon, the thickness of in natural history. I was lucky
the bark on the tree or the gobbl- enough to get a shot of one diving
Ing of the turkeys. It makes no and it is one of the finest pictures
difference. One sign will do as I have ever made.
well as another.
"We picked oysters off trees-in
* * *
all the waters around Borneo at
IF HE LEAVES IT AT THAT low tide. It is just like picking
i he has about a 50-50 chance of apples- you have to reach up to
being right, which is a fair per- get them. Though picking oysters
centage. But it he wishes to cinch is easy in Borneo, they are not
the thing, let him predict to a very good eating, Another fascinsimilar number of other friends ating thing was a llzard that made
1
that the coming winter is to be a sound like a canary. We tried
l a "severe" one. He maye base this to get one of those, but failed."
j prediction on the same set of signs Mrs. Johnson told how they
1 as before or on another lot, just made ice cubes and ice cream with
1 as he prefers.
their two kerosene-burning refri* *
gerators and gave the cold things
NOW COMES THE PSYCHO- to wondering natives. Her huiilogical part. Half of those guesses band said it was "a blend of the
will be wrong. But most of those twentieth CE)ntury and away back
to whom they have been made will in the Dark ages." Without the
have forgotten them, and those refrigeratoc, which they kept on
who have not already forgotten their bamboo raft, it would have
will soon do so. Who ever re- been impossible to make and demembers any of the millions of velop the pictures they brought
wrong guesses that have been back. The terrific heat would have
about the weather? But the other ruined the developing process.

*

*

SHAKESPEARE'S ROSALIND
had her own ideas as to the progress of time, with whom and under what conditions it trots, ambles, gallops and
stands still. There
comes a sensation as of time
having stood still
when, in the later days of a
fairly long life,
one learns that a
person has just
died who, in his
childhood, w a s
known as a mature and distinguished
person.
In some way it
seemed as if all
Davies
the clocks must
have been stopped for years when
I read of the death in London last
Sunday of the Marchioness of Dufferin, widow of a former governor
general of Canada.

* * *

THE ANNOUNCEMENT CAUSed me to rub my eyes to make sure
that there was no mistake, for I
remembered seeing the ' 'lady, then
a countess, drive by. with her busband, the earl of Dufferin while,
as a small boy, I sat on the schoolyard fence and with the other children waved greetings to the dignitaries and admired the splendor
of their carriage with its highstepping steeds. Could it be poss-ible that a lady who occupied such
a distinguished position so long
ago had lived through all these
years? It didn't seem possible, but
it was, for the marchioness had
lived to the great age of 93.

soned that if he could not sit at
the table as long as his hosts did,
he could at least go under it. He
found the entertainment less strenuous than he had feared it would
be.

*

* *

LADY DUFFERIN WAS HER
husband's companion and assistant
through his long life, and since his
death in 1902 she has witnessed a
long procession of stirring and
tragic events. Nearly a century
crowded with great experiences!
During his term as governor general of Canada Lord Dufferin visited Winnipeg and the Canadian
northwest. Taking a steamer at
Fisher and sailing down the Red
Lake and Red rivers to his destination. Justice Phil McLoughlin,
then a mere lad, was a passenger
on the same boat as far as Pembiqa,

* •

•

PROBABLY FEW PERSONS,
wishing to paint a picture of a typical farmer, would seek a model in
what was once known as Hell's
Kitchen in New York City. Yet it
was in that locality that the artist, Henry Waxman, found the
man whose portrait adorns the
cover of the November Scribner's
magazine. Thus the magazine tells
how the model was discovered:

* *

*

"A MONTH AGO THE EDITors decided on a color photograph
for the cover of the November is·sue. The subject should be something relating to the season, perl;laps to the harvest. A farmer
might be a possibility, but he had
to be authentic, and where to find
an authentic farmer in the neigh* *borhood of Fifth avenue and FortyLORD AND LADY DUFFERIN eighth street was a problem.
were both of Irish birth, but of dis*
tinguished families which had mi"THEN ONE DAY THE EDIT' grated from Scotland, They were or-publisher and a friend were
married in 1862, after the former riding in the elevator of a midtown
had awakened interest in the plight office building . • , and there in
of the Irish tenants and had done the car stood just the man they
much to relieve the distress caused were looking for , , . about 65 years
by the famine of 1846-1848. There- old • • • an interesting :face with
after, to the end of his life, he was character to spare. Probably a
an important figure in the British Middle-Westerner who had come to
government, heading embassies in New York in boom times, and l
many foreign countries and serv- stayed on. He was carrying a pack- \
ing as governor general of Canada age.
and as viceroy of India.
"THE MAN WITH THE PACKHE WAS A BRILLIANT, age was asked: How would he like
though not a voluminous writer, to have his picture on Scribner's
and after a yachting trip to Ice- cover? Rather taken aback, he
land he published a book giving a nevertheless said he would if it
humorous and informative. account didn't take too much time from his
of his journey in a book entitled job • , . he was a messenger for a 1
"Letters From High Latitudes.'' I printing house. So time off was
recall one incident from an early secured from his employers, and
reading of the book. The writer Edward Anderson was photograph- 1
and his company had been invited ed in color.
to attend a banquet in their honor
*
. given by , government officials at
"PEOPLE HAVE TOLD US
the Icelandic capital. Dufferin had that he is a fine farmer type. Mr.
heard that the Icelanders were ac- Anderson indeed looks · the part.
customed to flavor their banquets His face has character, latent
with liberal draughts of strong strength, and dignity. ,As a matter
waters, and he feared that he of fact, Mr. Anderson was born in
would be unable to keep pace-with New York City, has lived in New
his entertainers. However, he was York all his life, and has never
determined for the honor of his been more than 25 miles west of
] country to do his duty, and he, rea- the Hudson.''
·
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